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A B ST R A C T

OBSERVATION OF SHELFW ATER O V E R R U N N IN G T H E
SO U T H E R N SLOPE SEA.
Ajoy K um ar
Old Dominion University, 1996
Director: Dr. Gabriel T. Csanady

Analyses of two years (1992 and 1993) of high resolution (1.47 km 2) sea surface
tem perature satellite images of the southern M id-A tlantic Bight (M AB), showed
th a t unusually extensive overhang of shelf water occurs episodically, and coherently
over along shelf distances of several hundred kilometers. These episodes are dubbed
overrunning of th e Slope Sea by shelf water. The overrunning volume has a “face”
and a “back” (southern and northern lim it). It transports substantial quantities of
shelf w ater southw ard, and does not retreat onto the shelf, but eventually joins the
western edge of th e Gulf Stream in th e vicinity of Chesapeake Bay.
The correlation between satellite and in situ surface tem perature , th e location
of shelf-slope front, and th e relation of surface tem perature to the deeper w ater mass
were explored in order to quantify the overrunning episodes. The satellite extracted
tem perature profile agreed well with in situ surface tem perature and coincident Ex
pendable B athytherm ographs (XBT) transects. The combined analyses of satellite
im agery and various in situ d ata further dem onstrated th a t th e shelf w ater th a t over
run th e Slope Sea are not mere surface features b u t can reach depths between 40 ~
60 m.
Results confirm previous concepts on shelf circulation, shelf-slope exchange, fate
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of shelf water. They also sheds new light on shelfwater budget: overrunning of Slope
Sea and southwest transport by upper slope current constitutes an im portant conduit
for shelf water transport.
Further analyses of potential causes for the overrunning events showed th a t wind
stress due to w inter storms moved the shelf-slope front and with it shelf water offshore
to distances ~ 10 to 40 km. The offshore displacement of shelf water also appeared
to be realted to the onshore veering of the Gulf Stream near Cape H atteras. This
veering of the Stream caused sea level to rise near C ape H atteras producing a blocking
effect on the shelf circulation. Such a blocking effect of the southwestward flow of
shelf w ater in th e MAB appeared to be the reason for the overruning of shelf water
off New Jersey. In addition, the excess fresh w ater discharge from the St. Lawerence
is also observed to be related to the flooding of shelf water off New Jersey.
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INTRODUCTION

The seaward boundary of the M id-A tlantic Bight (MAB) continental shelf is th e
shelf-slope front which intersects the surface far offshore of th e shelf break [Halliwell
and Mooers, 1979]. This narrow and highly dynam ic region is recognized by sharp
gradients in w ater properties between shelf and slope waters. The front generally
intersects th e bottom near th e shelf edge [ Wright, 1976].
The shelf w ater volume in th e MAB is circumscribed by th e coast and th e shelfslope front.

Wright and Parker [1976], estim ated th a t about half of th e volume of

shelf w ater from Cape Cod to Cape H atteras lies in the surface wedge outside of
the 100 m isobath and th e shelf-slope front. M ountain [1991] in his analysis of th e
volume of shelf w ater in th e MAB and Georges Bank determ ined the position of the
shelf-slope front from satellite imagery. He suggested th at changes in th e location of
the shelf-slope front at the surface, as determ ined by satellite imagery, could account
for approxim ately 50% of th e variance in th e shelf water volume. In addition, he
observed th a t th e offshore position of the front is highly variable and can account for
50-80% of th e interannual changes in th e volume of shelf w ater in the MAB.
A potentially im portant reason for understanding the offshore extent of th e shelfslope front and th e accompanied changes in shelf water volume in th e MAB arises
due to its effect on the phytoplankton population and carbon and nitrogen budgets.
In w inter and early spring, th e wedge of shelf water between the shelf break and
th e shelf-slope front m ay contain >2fim NO 3 , and it is reasonable to assume th a t
phytoplankton blooms develop far seaward of the shelf break [Wirick, 1994].

This dissertation conforms to the journal model Journal of Geophysical Research.
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Even though th e prim ary production in these offshore blooms occurs over th e slope,
it is shelf production because it is initially fueled by nutrients transported from the
shelf. Finally, m uch of the carbon fixed in this wedge m ust sink through th e shelfslope front into slope water. Therefore, it is necessary to include all of th e shelf water
and not be lim ited to water lying over the continental shelf in the budgets (eg. carbon
and nitrogen) for th e MAB.
The m ajority of outflow of shelf water from the MAB is thought to occur across
the frontal boundary, so th a t relatively little shelf w ater transits th e entire bight to
exit at C ape H atteras. A num ber of processes can contribute to th e transfer of shelf
w ater into th e slope region. Some shelf w ater does leave the shelf a t C ape H atteras
and is observed along the northern edge of th e Gulf Stream [Ford et al., 1952]. Gulf
Stream Rings and eddies appear to entrain large am ounts of shelf w ater from the
shelf region [Morgan and Bishop, 1977; Bisagni, 1983; Garfield and Evans, 1989].
Instabilities in th e shelf-slope front generate shelf-break eddies which can result in
parcels of shelf w ater being separated from th e shelf [Ramp et al., 1983; Garvine et
al., 1988]. M odeling studies also indicate a steady cross-isobath tran sp o rt of water
past the shelf edge associated w ith bottom friction [Wang, 1982; Chapman et a l,
1986]. The relative im portance of th e various transfer processes and of th e different
pathways of shelf water to slope water and ultim ately to the deep N orth Atlantic
remains to be elucidated.
Satellite SST images are an im portant new source of inform ation for understand
ing circulation and exchange processes on continental shelves since it provides a de
tailed m ethod of sampling. The shelf and slope regions have water masses w ith strong
horizontal gradients and dynam ical features w ith scales larger th an a few kilometers
which are ideally suited for study by infrared satellite images. Q uantities estim ated
from the satellite d ata set combined with in situ d ata collected during hydrographic
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surveys are of great im portance in m any oceanographic applications including th a t
of shelf-slope exchange and shelf w ater budgets [Emery and Mysak, 1980; Njoku et
a l, 1985].
The strong horizontal gradients in the southern MAB for most of th e year are
readily identified in satellite images and lend themselves to such a study. A series of
fairly clear SST maps separated by only a few days portray motions and realignment
of boundaries between different w ater masses in th e MAB. In th e southern MAB the
m ain boundaries separate shelf, slope and Gulf Stream waters. The shelf w ater-slope
w ater boundary in particular is frequently found well offshore of th e

100

m isobath

(the conventional separation line between “shelf” and “slope”). We have called such
large excursions of the front, overrunning of slope water by shelf water. T he frequency
and extent of such overrunning (of slope w ater by shelf w ater) and the behavior of
distinct shelf w ater parcels in slope w ater yield im portant clues to shelf circulation,
shelf-slope exchange, fate of shelf w ater and sheds new light on shelf w ater budget.
T he thesis is organized in the following m anner. A review of the MAB shelf and
slope hydrography, circulation and shelf-slope exchange processes are presented in
C hapter 2. Since th e principal d ata set used in this study is sea surface tem perature
fields (SST), a detailed summary of th e processing m ethods and accuracy of satellite
determ ined SST are presented in C hapter 3. Chapter 4 describes and analyses two
years (1992 and 1993) of SST images of th e southern MAB. The relationship between
th e satellite and in situ d ata are explored in Chapter 5. T he main objective of th e
thesis is to analyze and determ ine th e overrunning of shelf w ater into th e slope region.
C hapter

6

gives estim ate of the velocity, volume and tran sp o rt of th e overrun shelf

water. This C hapter also examines th e potential forcing mechanisms th a t cause th e
shelf water to overrun th e slope region due to wind, freshwater discharge and changes
in th e circulation due to sea level slope variation caused by th e veering of th e Gulf
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Stream . T he conclusions are found in C hapter 7.
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2 SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND: THE
M ID-ATLANTIC BIGHT SHELF A N D THE
SLOPE SEA
The MAB extends from th e southwest corner of Georges Bank to Cape H atteras,
N. C. (Figure 1) and has been extensively studied from th e tim e of Bigelow [1933].
Recent reviews of its physical oceanography can be found in Allen et al. [1983] and
in B rink [1987]. The MAB shelf topography is simple and sm ooth over its 800 km
length, indented w ith canyons including the Hudson Canyon . The w idth of th e shelf
from the shore to th e shelf break is about 100 km, except th a t it broadens in th e New
York Bight (to 150 km) and narrows near Cape H atteras ( to 50 km ). T he depth
of the shelf break decreases from 150 m south of Georges Bank to 50 m off Cape
H atteras. Wedged in between the shelf w ater and th e Gulf Stream is th e distinctive
slope w ater mass nam ed by Iselin [1936]. The strip of ocean containing slope w ater is
about 200 km wide and 1600 km long, stretching from Cape H atteras to th e Grand
Banks, between th e Gulf Stream and th e continental shelf. It is called th e “Slope
Sea” by Csanady and Hamilton [1988].
T he w inter T /S diagram of th e shelf-slope waters of th e MAB exhibits th e ‘seven’
shape characteristic of this region (Figure 2). The portion of th e T /S curve below the
’elbow’, th e tem p eratu re and salinity m axim um near 14° and 35.6%, is slope water,
seaward of th e shelf-slope front and deeper than 200 m. This p art of th e curve is th e
freshened modification of the N orth A tlantic Central w ater (NACW ) as discussed by
Mclellan [1957]. Below the T and S m axim um , four com ponents of deep w ater are
noticeable: th e NACW component of relatively rapid salinity decrease down to the 8 °
to 9° C isotherm (100 to 300 m); th e Irm inger A tlantic w ater w ith slightly decreasing
gradients between th e

8°

to 4° C isotherm near 1000 m; a region of sm all salinity

gradient reversal between Labrador Sea W ater at 1000 m and th e M editerranean
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Figure 1 : Map showing location of M id-A tlantic Bight. The m ajor bath y m etry con
tours and canyons are also shown.
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com ponent of N orth A tlantic Deep W ater (NADW ); and below 2000 m, a region of
decreasing salinity to the sea floor w ith tem p eratu re and salinity slightly above th a t
of th e northern component of NADW [Gordon et al., 1976].
T he ’elbow’ in the T /S curve is a junction between th e cold and slightly fresher
slope w ater and th e cold and fresher shelf w ater masses, called as the ‘Upper Slope
W ater therm ostad’ [ Wright and Parker, 1976]. T he tem p eratu re m axim um identity
of this feature is destroyed in summer, b ut th e salinity m axim um remains intact. The
tem peratu re and salinity m axim um of this feature can vary due to th e influence of
four components; th e seasonal influence of the atm osphere, by th e continental shelf
w ater, Gulf Stream ring and alongshore advective effects from upstream sources.
T he straight line of the T /S curve from th e salinity m axim um to th e inner shelf
(6 ° C, 32%) is composed of w ater from th e upper slope, from the shelf-slope frontal
region, and from middle and inner shelf regions. This p art of the curve is indicative
of th e uniform ity of th e processes which m ix shelf and slope waters in winter.
T he vernal progression of T /S characteristics in th e MAB begins in late M arch
to early April w ith increased net solar radiation, increased river runoff and decreasing
wind stress. This marks the transition from horizontal to vertical density stratifica
tion and is usually complete by late June. By May, th e surface shelf and slope waters
will sta rt to freshen and warm up as th e effectiveness of th e vernal buoyancy input
is enhanced by th e increasing vertical stratification and reduced vertical m ixing (Fig
ure 3). Over th e shelf th e seasonal pycnocline separates th e buoyant surface w ater
from th e rem nant winter w ater near th e bottom called th e ’cold pool’. T he sharp
shelf-slope frontal zone is th e area enclosed between 34 to 35% and

6

to 13° C. This

zone is represented by low density of d ata points due to th e relatively small volume of
w ater. The influence of freshwater discharge is m ostly confined to th e lighter surface
layers. The low salinities over the slope suggest seaward spreading of shelf surface
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water. Isopycnal (constant density surfaces) contact is now established between th e
shelf and slope waters as compared to the winter regime of isopycnal isolation.
By July, th e sum m ertim e T /S characteristics in the MAB are fully developed,
with a strong therm ocline of about 18° C a t m id-shelf (Figure 4). The T /S points
show two groups; the low salinity component above the cold pool over th e inner and
middle shelf and th e high salinity component of surface slope water. The shelf-slope
front signature is indicated by th e low num ber of data points between these two
regions. The reduced salinity over th e slope region is caused by seaward spreading of
freshened shelf water. T h e salinity m axim um in the shelf region (m arked as B) is th e
m id depth shoreward intrusion of slope water.
By O ctober, the cooling of the sea surface and increasing wind stress contribute
to the deepening of th e surface mixed layer, erosion and deepening of the seasonal
therm ocline, warming and shrinking of the cold pool and an eventual destruction
of the two layer stru ctu re (Figure 5). Numerous inversions in th e tem perature and
salinity field are indicative of the breakdown of summer stratification. The shelf and
slope waters are intergrated via mixing and overturning processes.
By late October and early November, th e vertical mixing leads to a therm al
collapse of th e T /S envelope and warming of th e bottom w ater on th e shelf to th e
yearly m axim um [Beardsley and Flagg, 1978]. After this th e shelf and slope waters
sta rt to cool together u n til the w inter tim e therm al front is reestablished as well as
th e ’figure seven’ T /S characteristic of the MAB.
The relatively cool and fresh shelf w ater is separated from the w arm er and saltier
continental slope w ater by the baroclinic shelf-slope front. This therm ohaline feature
is discernible from around Georges Bank to Cape H atteras and slopes downward
(w ith depth) and shoreward from its m anifestation over th e inner slope to where it
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Figure 5: T em p eratu re/salin ity correlation for O ctober 1974, Vema 32-01, from Gor
don et. al., (1976). These d ata are from STD profiles. T he inset T-S scatter for a
single statio n is not discussed.
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intersects th e b ottom at about th e 90 m isobath. The surface of th e front is subjected
to a host of higher frequency perturbations ap art from th e seasonal changes which
give it th e highly convoluted surface appearance and offshore and alongshore scales
of 50 km and 80 km respectively [Halliwell and Mooers, 1979].
T he w inter stru ctu re of the shelf-slope frontal regim e consists of th e vertically
m ixed shelf waters divided from the well mixed to weakly stratified slope waters
(Figure 6 ). T he horizontal density gradient is directed offshore throughout th e water
colum n and there is no isopycnal contact between shelf and slope w aters. T he degree
of com pensation of th e salinity field by th e tem p eratu re field is not enough to erase
the w inter tim e density signature.
T he sum m er tim e m anifestation of th e shelf-slope front is dom inated by the
seasonal therm ocline, a feature of the highly stratified regim e (Figure 7). Above 50
m th e front shows highly complex therm ohaline features, whose shape is discernible
in th e salinity field. Isopycnal contact is now established between th e shelf and slope
w aters. Strong density compensating gradients in tem p eratu re and salinity exist on
th e isopycnal surfaces. A shallow, surface m ixed layer of freshened shelf w ater extends
out over th e slope. This signature is more discernible in th e salinity field because the
seasonal heating usually erases the therm al contrast. A seasonal pycnocline extends
across th e front, b u t is shallower and more intense over th e shelf th a n over th e slope.
A m id -d e p th saline intrusion in the shelf w ater pycnocline seem to be fed by th e slope
w ater. T he cold pool m aintains its therm al signature throughout th e summer. The
foot of th e front can be displaced shoreward by bottom intrusions. These intrusions
are observed m ore often in sum m er than in winter.
A feature of th e Slope Sea is the form ation of slope w ater pycnostad (deep mixed
layer) due to convective overturning and boundary mixing in w inter by storm s and low
air tem p eratu res [Csanady and Hamilton, 1988]. A d ram atic exam ple of pycnostad
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m ade south of Long Island in Jan u ary 1976, Conrad 19-05. N um bers across th e top
refers to STD stations.
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form ation off Nova Scotia is the sudden increase of the at = 26.8-27.0 layer depth
from a few meters to about 200 m [Horne, 1978]. The pycnostad is found throughout
th e Slope Sea in winter b u t not in late autum n. It extends from th e shelf-edge to
the Gulf Stream with a typical salinity of 35.5 and a tem perature near 12° C. The
pycnostad is capped by a seasonal therm ocline in May and its signature com pletely
disappears by late A utum n. The disappearance is enhanced by saline Sargasso Sea
intrusions along isopycnals a t 10-20 m depth from under th e Gulf Stream [Rossby,
1936; McLellan, 1957]. These intrusions are warmer, saltier and slightly lighter than
th e pycnostad th a t develops from th em later in th e winter.

2.1

Circulation in the M AB

T he understanding of th e general circulation of the MAB shelf and slope w ater is
im portan t to explain shelf-slope exchange processes. The shelf w ater in th e MAB
is p a rt of a coastal current th a t seems to originate near G reenland [Chapman and
Beardsley, 1989]. The coastal current carrying fresh water from Labrador rivers flows
south and west along the continental m argin, past the Gulf of St. Lawerence into
th e G ulf of Maine [Fairbanks, 1982]. In the Gulf of Maine, th e deep m ean inflow of
slope w ater through the N ortheast Channel mixes with th e near shore flow around
the tip of Nova Scotia. The resulting w ater is carried by th e m ean circulation around
Georges Bank and then westward past N antucket Shoals into th e MAB. T he combined
flow of 0.40 Sv provides th e m ean southwestward transport into th e MAB and shows
large seasonal and interannual variation [Mountain, 1991]. W ithin th e MAB, th e
m ean southwest flow towards Cape H atteras has an average speed of 0.03-0.04 m s_1
[Beardsley and Flagg, 1976].
T he slope water circulation consists of a closed gyre in th e western ‘Slope Sea’
driven by a combination of local wind forcing, water discharge from th e Labrador
C urrent and the Gulf Stream [Csanady and Hamilton, 1988]. On th e western side
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of the Slope Sea gyre, the M id-A tlantic Slope and Rise (MASAR) and Shelf Edge
Exchange Processes (SEEP) programs have shown an upper slope current. T he slope
current has a predom inantly southwestward m ean flow of about 0.15 m s-1 b ut speeds
of up to 0.40 m s_1 have also been observed. T he total southwestward tran sp o rt by the
slope current off New Jersey was of the order of 3.75 Sv b u t was only interm ittently
observed off Chesapeake Bay because of th e influence of Gulf Stream discharged water
[Churchill and Cornillon, 1991a].
Bane et al. [1990] showed th a t the slope currents respond to rem ote forcing by
the Gulf Stream . Large shifts in the Gulf Stream position take place when th e Stream
interacts w ith a ring. These effects are then tran sm itted to th e shelf break currents
and cause changes in th e structure and strength of th e Slope Sea gyre. W hen the
Gulf Stream is near th e shelf break th e currents are 0.30-0.40 m s-1 and when it is
300 km or so away, th e currents are nearly zero.
The slope w ater flow on th e northeastern side of th e Slope Sea is headed off by
th e southward intrusion of the Labrador C urrent [Csanady and Hamilton, 1988]. The
slope w ater then tu rn s southward and rejoins the G ulf Stream , eventually escaping
eastw ard as p art of th e N orth A tlantic C urrent. Some slope w ater is also entrained in
th e retroflecting Labrador Current flowing eastward. T he to tal slope w ater transport
on th e northeastern side of th e Slope Sea is about 10 Sv moving eastw ard b u t its final
fate is unclear.

2.2

Shelf-slope exchange processes in th e M AB

Shelf-slope exchange occurs along th e entire length of th e MAB and constitutes an
im portant mechanism to transfer heat, salt and nutrients between th e shelf and slope
waters. T he study of exchange and mixing of shelf and slope w aters have gained
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im portance recently for at least two reasons [Churchill et al., 1993]. T he first is th e
concern for th e transport of contam inant to and from th e continental shelf and the
other is the transport of plankton to different hostile and hospitable environm ents.
Knowledge of this exchange process is incomplete [Garfield and Evans, 1987],
T he shelf w ater leaves the shelf all along th e shelf-slope front and near Cape
H atteras and a num ber of processes th a t transport the shelf water into th e slope
region in th e MAB are identified. T he movement of the shelf-slope front in th e MAB
plays an im portant p art in the exchange of shelf w ater [Garvine et al., 1988]. In
simplified models, the front usually intersects the surface within 50 km offshore of
the shelf break (200 m isobath in th e MAB) and ju st inshore of the shelf edge a t the
bottom . B ut large surface displacements of 100 to 300 km are observed to take place
[Halliwell and Mooers, 1979]. The bottom intersection of the front is found to vary
only w ithin 16 km of the shelf break [Wright, 1976]. These surface excursions of the
frontal position account for nearly 50% of the variability of the shelf w ater volume
found in th e MAB [Mountain, 1991].
Shelf W ater has been known to be entrained from th e western end of th e Slope
Sea eastward, along th e northern boundary of th e Gulf Stream [Ford et al., 1952;
Kupferm an and Garfield, 1977; Fisher, 1972; Csanady and Hamilton, 1988]. The
entrainm ent and subsurface flow structure of th e shelf and slope waters along the
Gulf Stream edge has been recently shown [Churchill et al., 1989; Lillibridge et al.,
1990] to be a complex and variable process often reaching depths of about 100 m on
th e Gulf Stream side. The entrainm ent into warmer saline Gulf Stream can cause salt
finger m ixing at its upper surface and mixing by diffusive layering below [Lillibridge et
al., 1990]. The subsurface entrained w ater has a high level of chlorophyll, fluorescence
and dissolved oxygen and a species of diatom assemblage distinct to th e shelf species.
T he to tal annual export of biogenic carbon was estim ated as 106 kg C y r-1 and th e
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to tal transport due to water entrainm ent as 0.15 Sv [Lillibridge et al., 1990].
A nother mechanism of shelf-slope exchange is related to w arm -core rings (W CR).
W CR entrain large am ounts of shelf water [Evans et al., 1985; Garfield and Evans,
1987; Joyce et al., 1992]. W hen the inshore edge of the ring comes in contact w ith th e
shelf-slope front, long filaments or stream ers of shelf w ater are drawn offshore, w rap
ping anticyclonically around th e W CR [Ramp, 1986]. Morgan and Bishop [1977],
calculated the shelf w ater transport by a stream er entrained by a W CR from hydrographic data. Assuming three ring interaction per year each lasting for 90 days, they
obtained a transport of 0.006 Sv. Bisagni [1983] calculated th e shelf water transp o rt
by a G ulf Stream entrained stream er from the velocity of satellite-tracked drogues,
the w idth of the stream er and an assumed depth of 50 m. He also assumed three
ring interaction per year b ut only 50% of the tim e and obtained a transport of 0.06
Sv. Garfield and Evans [1987] also obtained a single instantaneous value for stream er
entrainm ent from hydrography and satellite-tracked drogue for th e Gulf of Maine
region. Then, using a seven year collection of SST, they found th a t stream er en
trainm en t occurred 69 + / - 20% of the tim e. Thus, they obtained a transport of 0.18
Sv. During 1970-1976, Halliwell and Mooers [1979] observed twenty eddies between
Georges Bank and Cape H atteras using weekly satellite-derived charts of surface tem 
perature fronts. These eddies have a lifespan of about half a year and tended to shrink
in size and propagate faster as they approached Cape H atteras. Near the shelf break
the eddies tend to force near-surface shelf water offshore, seen as cold tongues in
satellite images. Some of these tongues were observed to be about 50 m thick and
50 km wide and suggest th a t th e cold tongues observed in satellite images cannot be
dismissed as arbitrarily thin. These estim ates show th e variable nature of th e inflow
and outflow of shelf water in th e MAB and th e assum ption m ade by different people.
Garvine et al. [1988] used a combination of buoy tracking, intensive hydrography,
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SST and m oored current m eters to resolve the structure of shelf break eddies th a t
were present m ost of the tim e at the shelf-slope front. These eddies were m istaken
as ‘lenses’ of shelf water in th e Upper slope region [Cresswell, 1967; Wright 1976;
Houghton and Marra 1983]. T here was no presence of Gulf Stream eddies or rings a t
the tim e. T he shelf break eddies, with a wave length of 33 km , deformed the front
into a ‘backw ard breaking’ wave. This feature caused plum es of lighter shelf w ater to
protrude well over th e outer slope contradicting th e in terpretation by Cresswell and
Wright as detached parcels of shelf water. These eddies have a potential to enhance
the diffusivity for across-front diffusion of heat and salt. Garvine et al. [1988] com pare
these shelf break eddies to th e ‘squirts’ found on the California shelf [Davis, 1985;
Hood et al., 1990] as the prim e agents of cross-shelf exchange. B ut th e difference is
th a t, the Californian shelf is about 20 km wide and th e filaments th a t develop are
transported offshore w ithin a few days. Whereas, in the broad MAB shelf, the eddies,
which form in the front, tran slate westward alongshore. Also th e flow fields along th e
Californian shelf were related to the onset or relaxation of upwelling winds. Garvine
et al. [1988] reported alm ost negligible winds during their observations.
SST images show large outbreaks of shelf w ater over th e slope region, which are
not related to eddies or filaments [Garfield and Evans, 1987]. These outbreaks are
often found in the area around N ortheast Channel and seem to originate from th e
Scotian shelf and the eastern end of Georges Bank. They appear as large tongues
of shelf w ater on satellite imageries, flooding from th e frontal area into th e slope
water. Sm all outbreaks m ay retreat back into the shelf w ater, b u t larger ones seem
to be persistent and continuous w ith the shelf w ater, and appear to mix w ith th e
slope w ater. These outbreaks are observed 29% of th e tim e and did not appear to be
associated w ith Gulf Stream rings and eddies.
M ountain [1991] has calculated the annual mean cycle and th e interannual vari
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ability of th e volume of shelf water in th e MAB between 1977-1987. T he offshore
extent of the shelf water is determ ined from the m ean position of th e shelf-slope front
taken from satellite imagery. The volume is determ ined from the along shelf distance
of this frontal position and an assumed average thickness of 40 m. In fact, th e extent
of th e frontal position is variable and can introduce considerable errors in th is type of
calculation. The volume of shelf water, exhibits a significant annual cycle (55%), w ith
a distinct spring maximum. Large interannual changes are observed in th e volume
of shelf water in the MAB (2-3 x 103 km 3). The changes in the interannual volume
of shelf water in the MAB has been related to th e fresh w ater discharge from th e St.
Lawerence th a t advects into th e Gulf of Maine and which later constitute th e m ajor
p a rt of inflow into the MAB. The m ajo rity of outflow from th e MAB occur uniform ly
all along the entire length of th e shelf-slope front.
Results from the recently concluded SEEP-II experim ent also confirm th a t sig
nificant am ount of shelf w ater leaves th e shelf well north of Cape H atteras to be
absorbed by the Slope Sea [Biscaye et a l, 1994]. T he shelf water th a t is tran sp o rted
is about 40-50 m deep and can extend 50-100 km offshore of th e shelf break. SST
images of this region also suggest southw ard-propagating, finite am plitude waves w ith
a wavelength of about 60 km, phase speed of about 0.25 m s-1 and a period of about
66 h.
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3

SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE (SST)
RETRIEVAL FROM SATELLITES

Recent progress in advanced very high resolution radiom etry and improved algo
rithm s for retrieval of Sea Surface Tem perature (SST) from infrared images have m ade
rem otely sensed tem perature fields a more reliable and useful m ethod in oceanogra
phy, meteorology and fisheries studies [Minnett, 1991]. Synoptic SST images are now
easily accessible from archived sources through internet and dial up modem within
two or three hours of acquisition. SST images are available from different sources,
each of them using various algorithm s and processing m ethods. Therefore, it is nec
essary to sum m arize the algorithm s and processing m ethods used in this study. This
chapter gives an account of SST products available through CoastW atch program of
N ational Oceanic and Atmospheric A dm inistration (NOAA).

3.1

Instrum entation

The images covering coastal areas in the Great Lakes, E ast Coast and Gulf of Mexico,
are processed and distributed nationally through Internet. The d ata are obtained by
instrum ents carried on the TIRO S-N/NO A A series of satellites, designed to operate in
a near polar sun-synchronous orbit. The present operating series of satellites include
NOAA-7, NOAA-8, NOAA-9, NOAA-IO, NOAA-11 and NOAA-12. The payload on
these satellites includes th e Advanced Very High Resolution Radiom eter (AVHRR)
and TIROS O perational Vertical Sounder (TOVS). NOAA and National Environ
m ental Satellite, D ata, And Inform ation Service (NESDIS) operates two Comm and
and D ata Acquisition stations, one in Wallops Island, Virginia and one in Fairbanks,
Alaska. These stations receive both recorded and direct readout environm ental d ata
from th e satellite and send it to Suitland, M aryland, via satellite relay. W hen the
satellite is out of contact w ith either of the ground stations, th e d ata is recorded
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at Lannion, France. The orbital period of the satellite is about 102 m inutes which
produces 14.1 orbits per day. T he suborbital tracks do not repeat on a daily basis
since th e num ber of orbits per day is not an integer. B ut the local solar tim e of th e
satellite’s passage is essentially unchanged for any latitude.
T he AVHRR is a cross-track scanning radiom eter which features four or five
spectral channels. The AVHRR flown aboard NOAA-6, NOAA-8, and NOAA-10 has
four channels, and th e AVHRR aboard NOAA-7, NOAA-9, NOAA-11 and NOAA12 has five channels. The channels in the AVHRR have a basic resolution of 1.1
km at nadir in the visible (0.55-0.90 fim ), th e reflected-infrared (0.725-1.10 /am),
therm al infrared (3.55-3.93 /urn) and the infrared bands (10.50-11.50 and 11.50-12.50
/im ). A t infrared wavelengths w ater is essentially opaque and it is often assumed
th a t the ocean radiates like a blackbody. Wavelengths in the range 3-15 fim are m ost
useful for oceanic studies, because radiant power peaks in the range of 9.3-10.7 /tm,
and atm ospheric absorption m inim a are found a t 3.5, 9.0 and 11.0 fim . A t these
wavelengths sufficient radiant power is available for substantial detector response and
the optical properties of the atm osphere perm it detection of sea surface tem perature.
The 3.5-5 fim window is least affected by absorption by water vapor and th e relative
sensitivity is here about three tim es larger than a t 10 /tm . But surface reflectivity is
also three tim es greater, underm ining the usefulness of the 3.5 fim channel for SST
determ ination. Therefore the signal available for measurem ent is largest in th e 10-12
fj,m window and forms the basis for tem perature retrieval algorithms.
T he AVHRR therm al and visible data values are calibrated to tem peratures and
albedos respectively. For the therm al band th e energy measured by the sensor is
com puted as
Ei = SiC + Ii

(1)

where Ei is the energy value in m W m 2 sr cm -1 , C is th e input d a ta value ranging
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from 0 to 1023 counts, Si is th e scaled slope and /,• is th e scaled intercept values.
T he conversion to brightness tem perature from energy is perform ed using th e inverse
of P lanck’s radiation equation

r(£ ') = M

l %

)

(2)

where T is the tem perature (K ), v is the central wave num ber and C l and C2 are
constants.
The percent albedo (A,) as measured by channel i in th e visible band is com puted
as follows:
Ai = G iC + Hi

(3)

where C is the input d ata value, (?,• is th e scaled slope and Hi is th e scaled intercept
values.
The percent albedo is th en converted to spectral radiance by (4).

R = 'SoOttW

^

where R is th e spectral radiance in W m -2 /zm sr, F is th e integrated solar spectral
irradiance in W m -2 and W is th e equivalent w idth of th e spectral response function
in fim .
T he infrared channels are calibrated in-flight using th e view of a stable blackbody
and space as a reference. T h e
board

analog d ata o u tp u t from th e sensors is digitized on

th e satellite to 10-bitprecision. The digitized d ata are tran sm itted from

the

satellite in real-tim e as High Resolution P icture Transmission (H R PT) d a ta , and
selectively recorded on board th e satellite for subsequent playback as eith er Local
A rea Coverage (LAC) or Global Area Coverage (GAC) data.
The raw d ata is then quality controlled, assembled into discrete d ata sets, w ith
E arth location and calibration information appended (not applied). This d a ta set is
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called th e Level lb d a ta and is archived for further processing.

3.2

Processing of SST Images

T he AVHRR Level lb data is th e input for th e processing and production of sea
surface tem p eratu re images. First step in th e processing is Target construction, in
which th e AVHRR d ata of good quality are used to construct a 11 x 11 pixel target
array. N ext th e d a ta is divided into day and night targets using th e satellite zenith
angle (SZA). The night tim e target is processed if th e SZA is less th an 45° and a day
tim e targ et is processed if the SZA is less than 53°. In th e L and/S ea test th e pixels
over land are elim inated with a land/sea tag d ata base.
Blocks of 2 x 2 unit arrays of AVHRR pixels w ithin th e 1 1 x 1 1 target are passed
through various cloud tests which include the therm al-IR uniform ity test, average
unit array values, therm al-IR cloud tests and th e uniform low stratu s test. Basically,
the reflectance from cloud free areas is less th an 10% com pared to th e 50% from the
clouds. By assigning a threshold, most of the large clouds are elim inated. A t night
a com bination of three infrared channel ratio (5) are used to elim inate th e radiance
from sm all patches of clouds.
T 3 .7

-

T

n

2 i i - T ia

()

where th e subindices indicate th e AVHRR channels. The radiance from subresolution
clouds is a com bination of cold cloud tem perature and th e w arm SST. This will
increase th e ratio (5) because this radiance is m ore sensitive to 3.7 fim th an at 11 or
12 fim . W ith thick non transmissive clouds, th e em issivity a t 3.7 /im is lower than
at 11 or 12 jinx and th e ratio decreases in value. A fter th e cloud screening only about
10% of th e target arrays remain.
In any spectral interval, therm al radiation em itted by th e sea surface is absorbed
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by atm ospheric constituents and rem itted a t all levels in th e atm osphere. This is
described by the radiative transfer equation
I i = B i(Ts)ri + B i( f i) ( l - r i)

(6)

where /,• is th e radiance at the top of the atm osphere, B (T) is th e Planck function at
tem peratu re T,

t,-

is th e transm ittance of th e atm osphere and T is th e atm ospheric

tem peratu re at some level i. The atm ospheric absorption at th e three infrared chan
nels occurs at very low levels and as a result th e mean atm ospheric tem p eratu re T is
th e sam e in these channels. Also T is nearly equal to Ta, th e sea surface tem perature.
Since atm ospheric absorption is prim arily due to w ater vapour, th e tran sm ittan ce can
be approxim ated by Ti=e~kX = 1 - fc;X, where &,• is th e absorption coefficient and X is
a function of th e water vapour am ount. W ith these approxim ations th e tem perature
difference due to water vapour absorption in one channel can be obtained by a linear
regression of th e brightness tem perature of two different window channels as
Ts - Tz = { h /(k 3 - k{)](Ti - Tj)

(7)

In practice, (T, - Ts) are regressed against (71,- - T j) for various combinations of window
channels using atmospheric models and equations of th e form (8) are obtained.
T s = (Ti + C3)(Ti - Tj) + C4

(8)

where C ’s are th e regression coefficients. These coefficients are determ ined for differ
ent regions by comparison against in situ buoy data. The brightness tem peratures
decrease w ith high values of water vapour and for large satellite zenith angle (SZA)
during th e night. The m easurement accuracies are improved in later algorithm s by the
input of a term (sec(0) - 1) to correct for satellite zenith angles. The algorithm s func
tion b etter in m id-latitudes where th e atm ospheric absorption due to w ater vapour
is less [W ick et a l, 1992]. Presently used algorithm s also use a non-linear form of
th e M ulti Channel Sea Surface T em perature (MCSST) algorithm to correct for the
non-linear response of the sensor.
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For the Coastwatch SST images used in this study a triple window MCSST
equation (9) is used.
M C S S T = 1.03603(rn ) + 0.89286(T3.7 - T12) +

(9)

0.52006(r3.7 - T12)(S E C - 1.0) - 282.37397
where T 3.7, T n and T i 2 are th e brightness tem peratures in Degrees Kelvin for th e 3.7,
11 and 12 /im AVHRR channels respectively and SEC is th e secant of th e satellite
zenith angle.

3.3

Accuracy of measurements

The AVHRR measures the ‘skin’ tem perature of the ocean surface, which is th e radia
tion from the upper few millimeters of th e ocean surface. On account of evaporation,
the ocean has a cool skin, being approxim ately 0.1°-0.5°K colder than the w ater im 
m ediately (1 m m say) below. The in situ sea surface tem perature th a t is m easured
commonly refers to th e bucket tem perature of the samples taken from ships or to th e
ship’s cooling w ater tem perature or to the tem perature measured from drifting and
moored buoys. The bulk tem perature measurements range from about 1 m to nearly
5 m depth depending on th e type of instrum ent used.
The ocean surface is cooled or heated as the result of a combination of air-sea
fluxes, horizontal and vertical advection and mixing w ithin th e ocean. W inds above
10 m s-1 tend to mix the surface layers and reduce th e difference between skin and
bulk tem perature. During th e day solar radiation can produce a shallow (order of 1
m deep), warm, near-surface layer w ith a surface skin th a t is warmer than th e w ater
at a depth of several meters. During the night, this shallow warm layer cools making
the skin tem perature cooler th a n the tem perature ju st a few m eters below. Hence th e
difference between th e skin and bulk tem perature ranges anywhere from -0.5° K to
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0.9° K. These differences have to be kept in mind when comparing rem otely sensed
SST w ith bulk tem peratures.
The MCSST technique using AVHRR d ata discussed above is widely and op
erationally used for the determ ination of SST. The MCSST based algorithm s had
been extensively tested, modified and compared with other m ethods for its accura
cies. McClain et al. [1985], have com pared the MCSST d ata w ith in situ P azan ship
data for different seasons. They com puted standard deviations of 0.5-0.6° C and
biases between 0.3-0.4° C. Schluessel et al. [1987], have used in situ skin tem p eratu re
m easured from radiom eters and subsurface d ata to compare w ith th e satellite data.
The MCSST m ethod gave a m ean difference ranging from 0.55 to 0.73° C in com par
ison w ith th e in situ skin tem peratures and a difference between -0.25° and 0.6° C
with subsurface m easurem ents. W hen th e MCSST was used w ith additional atm o
spheric corrections w ith d a ta from th e High-Resolution Infrared Sounder (H IRS), th e
tem perature difference reduced to between 0.22° to 0.33° C. MCSST d a ta are also
com pared w ith in situ d ata from comprehensive ocean-atmosphere d a ta (COADS)
for th e period 1982-1988 [Bates and Diaz, 1991]. The comparison shows th e M CSST
values lower th an COADS by 0.19° to 0.64° C, with a standard deviation ranging
from 0.03° to 0.45° C.
T he general conclusion of these studies is th a t the MCSST algorithm s are capable
of producing surface tem peratures accurate to within 0.3° C and rm s deviations of
about 0.5° C [McClain et al., 1985; Schluessel et al., 1987]. The chief am ong th e
lim itations of th e MCSST is lack of retrievals in areas of persistent cloud cover, b u t
the AVHRR w ith its high resolution is still th e best among all th e available sensors.
Atmospheric aerosols from volcanic eruptions have been shown to greatly increase th e
attenuation of th e infrared signal. Eruptions from El Chichon, iciano in Mexico, has
particularly affected th e M CSST’s in th e northern tropics and subtropics [McClain
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et al., 1985]. A nother possible error is from the uncertainty in the pixel/ship colocation [Schluessel et al., 1987], B ut this error is not very large because th e surface
tem perature seldom shows gradients of 0.5° C per pixel.
The old problem of skin/bulk tem perature difference still remains. Again this
difficulty is reduced to a great extent by th e incorporation into th e M CSST of
tem perature-dependent bias correction derived from satellite/buoy m atch data. This
correction presum ably compares th e average skin versus th e 1 m depth in situ tem p er
atu re but th e main problem will always rem ain in this type of retrieval m echanism s
[McClain et al., 1985]. T he m atch up between skin and bulk tem perature also has
im proved w ith a little sm oothing of the images and the new non-linear form of M C
SST in use nowadays. T he other m ethod to properly account for the differences is by
using a four-dimensional d ata assim ilation scheme [Bates and Diaz, 1991]. Reynolds
[1988], explains another m ethod, a ‘blended analysis’ between in situ and satellite d a ta
which elim inates m ost of the biases m entioned above. Even with these lim itations,
th e SST obtained from rem otely sensed platform s are useful in many oceanographic
applications.

3.4

Accuracy o f SST data used in this work

We have compiled a ‘m atch u p ’ d a ta base consisting of AVHRR d ata and insitu sea
surface tem perature m easurem ents corresponding to th e tim e of th e satellite m ea
surem ents. We used reasonably clear SST images of th e MAB region from January to
Ju n e 1992. All th e images are obtained during th e night tim e pass of th e satellite and
th e night-tim e MCSST algorithm and corrections are applied. Thus th e error due to
warming of the sea surface by solar radiation is reduced. As mentioned earlier, all
images are passed through a filter to sm ooth the unwanted pixels and a cloud/land
m ask applied to elim inate such areas from our comparison w ith in situ d ata. Tern-
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perature from th ree by three pixel boxes centered at each in situ location is extracted
from each im age where possible and an average value obtained for comparison w ith
buoy data.
T he in situ d ata used here are obtained from US National D ata Buoy C enter
(NDBC) m oored buoys located in the MAB region for th e year 1992. T he are a
to tal of three buoys th a t fall within the area of the image (Figure 8). The buoy
tem peratures are averaged over every three hours.
T he in situ records are m atched with the date of th e AVHRR extractions. Since
only night tim e images are compared, th e tim e fram e of all th e images fall w ithin the
interval of buoy observations. Thus all the AVHRR extractions fall w ithin th e same
three hour averaged buoy tim e. The extracted AVHRR and buoy values are used in
th e calculation of rms and bias.
T he comparison between satellite SST and buoy SST for th e three buoys are
shown in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11. The m ean square deviation (MSD)
for each of th e buoys 44009, 44012 and 44014 are 0.348312, 0.321837 and 0.278191
respectively. This gives a root mean square deviation (RMSD) for th e whole d ata set
of 0.5622395°. The bias for each of th e above buoys in th a t order yields 0.357917,
0.334490 and 0.199487° C . The bias for the whole data set is 0.297298° C.
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Figure 8: Position of NDBC buoys used for comparison w ith satellite SST. The
stars represented by P shows the location from which th e overrunning distances are
determ ined. The stars represented by G, is th e location from which th e Gulf Stream
therm al front distances are measured. D is th e location of th e tide gauge (referenced
in chapter 6).
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Figure 9: Comparison between satellite SST and buoy (44009) SST.
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Figure 10: Comparison between satellite SST and buoy (44012) SST.
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Figure 11: Comparison between satellite SST and buoy (44014) SST.
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4 SEASONAL CYCLE OF SURFACE
TEMPERATURE OVER THE SHELF AND
SLOPE
Sea Surface Tem perature in the MAB is subject to various seasonal forcing in
cluding solar heating, wind forcing, cooling by winter storm s, freshwater input, along
shore tran sp o rt over the shelf and slope, displacement of w ater mass by m eanders and
eddies of th e Gulf Stream . The response of th e shelf and slope w aters to these forcings
produce a dram atic change in the seasonal hydrography. From w inter to sum m er the
shelf and slope waters progress from relatively homogeneous in th e vertical to highly
stratified. In this section, a two year (1992 and 1993) narrative of events follows
beginning a first step in th e analysis of a complete set of usable, high resolution sea
surface tem perature satellite imageries of the southern MAB.

4.1

D ata Acquisition and Processing

T he N ational Environm ental Satellite, D ata and Inform ation Service provides CoastW atch w ith near real-tim e m apped SST products from its polar-orbiting satellite.
Coast W atch, a component of NOAA’s Coastal Ocean Program , m aintains an archive
of all SST images from May 1991 onwards. From this archive, all th e SST images for
1992 and 1993 are obtained via file transfer protocol (F T P ). T he AVHRR provides 2
images per day of the study area, one at night and th e other during th e day. Since
night tim e passes of the satellite reduces the error due to solar heating, all images
presented here were acquired during the night.

4.1.1

Sorting and Contouring

T he first task was to sort out the usable list of images. The SST images have a
m ajor problem w ith cloud cover, which makes them unusable and unreliable in many
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cases. Therefore, all th e images are individually inspected for clouds and only those
images th a t are reasonably free from clouds used in this study. In the end, about
100 reasonably clear images for 1992 and about 60 for 1993 are retained for further
analysis.
The SST images are then color coded, with each color covering a tem perature
interval of 2°C. The presence of water masses with strong horizontal gradients for
m ost of th e year in th e MAB m ade th e color code useful in distinguishing th e various
features. Clouds and land are coded black in all th e SST images to contrast them
w ith other false colors representing various tem perature intervals.
T he next process in th e analysis required contouring th e SST images. The coast
line is first contoured to exclude land areas and small islands. Since the satellite does
not pass over th e sam e track each tim e, th e images h ad to be registered individually
to a fixed coastline to exactly m atch the land-sea boundary. Latitudes and longitudes
are drawn and labeled on each image. A one degree grid (white dots, Figures 12 to
22) is overlaid on th e images. The bathym etry is also indicated on each image: for
simplicity only th e 100 m isobath is shown, which is m arked by th e white line off th e
coast on each of th e images (Figures 12 to 22). The 100 m isobath is th e conventional
separation line between the “shelf” and th e “slope” .
As discussed in C hapter 3 , Expendable B athytherm ographs (XBT) and surface
salinity data, coincident with th e satellite data, are obtained from Oleander Ship of
O pportunity program. The hydrographic stations are shown as w hite stars on each
image (Figures 12 to 22).
Finally, surface tem peratures fields are contoured w ith th e 10°C isotherm to
identify th e extent of th e shelf water. The center isotherm , in Oleander data, of th e
shelf water-slope w ater surface front was 12°C in early January, dropping to 10°C by
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late January, and rem aining at th a t tem perature at least to m id-M arch. Therefore,
the 10°C isotherm separating colder shelf w ater (green tones) from w arm er shelf w ater
(light blue, near 12°C) is em phasized with a thick black line on th e SST images.

4.1.2

D a ta Coverage

H undred SST images for 1992 and sixty images for 1993 reflect approxim ately 5
images per m onth. The frequency of useful SST images in th e sum m er m onths is less
due to decrease in therm al contrast and frequent cloud cover. T he SST im age has a
resolution of 1.1 km at th e nadir. Each image extended from longitude 71 to 77 and
latitude 34.5 to 40 degrees. T he tem peratures shown in false color ranged from 0 to
32°C, w ith black representing 0°C (land and clouds) and w hite 32°C in th e color.

4.2

Discussion o f the contoured SST images

A sequence of adequately clear images spanning the two years 1992 and 1993 are
shown in eleven plates attached to this C hapter. The following is a running com m en
tary emphasizing their m ost notable features.

4.2.1

1992

On 8 January 1992 (image aOl) low sea surface tem perature of about 4-8°C (shades
of green) is evident near th e coast, progressively increasing to w arm er tem peratures
(shades of blue) of 10 and 12°C in the slope region. The Gulf Stream (bright red)
is partly obscured by clouds. T he 10° isotherm (thick black line) shows th e shelf
w ater-slope w ater surface front ( “front” from here on) to be well w ithin th e 100m
isobath (white line). T he SST im age also clearly shows shelf w ater en trainm ent to
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th e Gulf Stream at Cape H atteras. In th e north, shelf water is seen, albeit partly
covered by clouds, over the slope region.
The SST im age on 31 January (a02) shows the front hugging th e 100 m isobath
from New Jersey to Virginia, where shelf w ater turns towards th e Gulf Stream . This
is presum ably th e undisturbed state of th e front. In sharp contrast, th e northeast
corner of th e image shows shelf w ater overrunning th e Slope Sea to a distance of
about 100 km off New Jersey. An anticyclonic eddy is also visible, ju st ahead of the
shelf water in th e slope region.
The next three images (a03 to a05) display the movement of the “face” of the shelf
w ater mass th a t overrun the slope region. The face has progressed southwestward
by 50 km from 3 February to 10 February and by nearly 120 km by 17 February.
T he anticyclonic eddy has progressed similarly, projecting shelf w ater ahead on its
journey southwestward. Eddy activity appears to m ix some of th e shelf w ater as
seen by th e light blue enclosures w ithin the overrun shelf water. On th e 17 February,
th e anticyclonic eddy is connected to the Gulf Stream by a ’stream er’ of shelf water.
The anticyclonic eddy has almost disappeared by 21 February (a06). Shelf W ater
off Delaware almost reache th e Gulf Stream . Most of th e Slope Sea is covered by
shelf water. Again, th e Gulf Stream can be observed to entrain shelf w ater off Cape
H atteras.
On 28 February (a07), a p art of th e shelf w ater volume appears mixed w ith the
slope w ater as seen by the light blue patches on th e image. The large volume of
shelf w ater has now progressed southwestward and has reached off Chesapeake Bay.
Filam ents from th e Gulf Stream are connected to th e shelf water a t various points
before being entrained by the Gulf Stream . Somewhat smaller but still substantial
overhanging of shelf w ater persists and is noticeable all along th e front at th e end of
M arch (22 M arch, a08)
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T he SST image on 1 April (a09) shows a large blotch of overrunning shelf water
being entrained by th e Gulf Stream off Chesapeake Bay. This may have accum ulated
from th e sustained transport seen on March 22. Mixing between shelf and slope
waters is evident in th e north by th e appearance of 14°C (dark blue) along w ith the
10°C (green) and 12°C (light blue shades) of water.
On 9 April (alO), a second episode of shelf water overrunning has started from
the north. Large areas of shelf w ater once again flood th e northern portion of the
image, off New Jersey.

Entrainm ent of the blotch of shelf water still persists off

Chesapeake Bay. The image on 15 April ( a ll) shows th e progression of th e second
episode of overrunning. The face has traveled about 80 km southwest. T he face
also has connected to a filament of th e Gulf Stream. Large areas of shelf w ater still
persist in the slope region off Chesapeake Bay, eventually to be entrained by th e Gulf
Stream .
As spring progresses, heating of shallow coastal waters become evident, while
th e outer shelf current transports colder waters from th e north (24 April, al2 ). A
tem peratu re m inim um (8°C) occurs at th e shelf edge, between 100 and 500 m isobaths.
It also signifies th e end of the second episode of overrunning. The shelf w ater has
m ixed w ith the slope water, as seen by th e 12°C water mass and is being entrained
by the Gulf Stream . Patches of rem nant shelf water can be seen in th e slope region.
T he images of May 5 to June 7 (a l3 -a l5 ) show a wedge of cold w ater reaching
down to almost Cape H atteras over th e outer shelf (between say, m id-shelf and the
shelf-edge front). This is unlikely to be well-mixed w ater to th e bottom (Oleander
M ay l-2 proves th a t it is not, although density differences are slight) so th a t advection
from th e north is a t best partially responsible.
On May 5 (al3 ), a t Delaware Bay, th e surface m inim um tem perature is 7°C. The
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shelf w ater feeds into th e Gulf Stream off Chesapeake Bay. Again mixing of 10-13°C
waters can be seen in th e north. On 21 May (al4 ) th e tem p eratu re in th e midshelf
region has increased to nearly 12°C (light green). T em perature has also increased in
the Slope Sea to around 18°C and the therm al contrast between th e waters of the
Slope Sea and the Gulf Stream starts to disappear.
On 7 June (al5 ), th e outer shelf current rem ains visible albeit at a tem perature
of about 14°C. The tem perature in the mid shelf region is cooler (12°C) than in the
inner and outer shelf regions (16°C). E ntrainm ent of th e shelf waters by th e Gulf
Stream is also clearly seen.
During sum m er th e shelf waters in the MAB warm up rapidly and the therm al
gradient between th e shelf and slope waters disappears. T he 20°C isotherm is con
toured by th e black line on the images of 29 Ju n e (al6). Tem peratures all over the
shelf are m ore than 20° except for th e slightly cooler waters over th e mid and outer
shelf. T he Gulf Stream can be seen in shades of white in this image, representing
tem peratures of more th an 30°C at this tim e of the year.
On th e 11 July (al7 ) image, the tem peratures have risen further all over the
shelf (more th a n 22°C). An elongated strip of w ater cooler th an 22°C is enclosed by
the 22° C contour lines at th e shelf edge. A nother feature is th e cooling of th e coastal
waters near New Jersey. The cooling of th e coastal and inner shelf has progressed
up to the Chesapeake Bay on the SST image 2 August (al8 ). Cool waters (less th an
22°C) can be seen in th e slope regions off New Jersey. By th e 8 of August (al9 ),
th e cooling of the mid and outer shelf waters are noticeable by th e progression of the
elongated strip contoured by the 22°C isotherm.
As Fall commences, th e shelf water in th e MAB starts to cool rapidly. The SST
images on th e 12 and 13 September (a20 and a21), contoured by th e 24°C isotherm ,
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show th e cooling of the shelf region during early fall.
O n 2 O ctober (a22), th e outer shelf current advects cooler w ater from th e north
as shown by th e 22° C isotherm. The tem peratures close to th e coast off Delaware
also have cooled to below 20° C. The warmer m id-shelf waters separate th e layers of
in situ cooling a t th e coast from cold water advection a t th e shelf edge. By th e 7 of
O ctober (a23) th e whole shelf is cooled to below 20°C. The 20°C isotherm hugs th e
shelf edge from New Jersey to Chesapeake Bay. By th e 24 of O ctober (a24), th e shelf
has cooled fu rth er to less th an 18°C. The 18° isotherm (black line) follows th e shelf
edge, slightly off the shelf. E ntrainm ent by th e Gulf Stream can also be seen in the
last two images.
As th e season progresses th e shelf and slope waters cool gradually and therm al
contrast between these waters begin to reappear. On th e 26 O ctober (a25) image,
the shelf w ater has cooled to about 16°C up to th e M aryland coast and th e m outh of
the Chesapeake Bay.
On th e SST images of 9 and 10 November (a26 and a27), th e rapid cooling of
the shelf is clearly observable. W ithin 24 hours th e shelf w ater has cooled from 15 to
12°C off D elm arva peninsula. By the 6 of December (a28), th e gradients between th e
shelf, slope and Gulf Stream (obscured by clouds) have reappeared. T he dark area
(m ostly black) over most of th e slope region and th e Gulf Stream in th e last 4 SST
images are clouds typical of this tim e of th e year.

4.2.2

1993

The SST images in 1993 follow th e same seasonal cycle as in 1992. The lower num ber
of images during 1993 is because of large cloud cover in m any of them in th e region
of th e study area especially during summer. Even then th e m ain features described
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in 1992 are again seen in 1993 and a description of events follow.
The SST image on 24 January (bOl), 1993 shows th e front (10°C isotherm )
hugging the 100 m isobath from New Jersey to th e Chesapeake Bay. Coastal waters
are noticeably cooler th an th e outer shelf. Shelf W ater overrunning into th e slope
region can be seen some 150 km off New Jersey. This overrunning has started a week
earlier than in 1992. On 3 February (b02), the overrunning has rem ained in th e same
position. But by th e 15 February (b03), the overrunning has progressed half way
along th e Delmarva peninsula, some 200 km southwestward, rem aining there on 19th
February (b04).
On 12 March (b05), the overrunning has covered much of th e Slope Sea and
connects to filaments of th e Gulf Stream . The entrainm ent of shelf w ater can also
be observed on this image. The slope water makes its reappearance by th e 22 M arch
(b06). The shelf w ater starts to clear from th e Slope Sea on 4 April (b07) and by
th e 8 April (b08) only patches of overrunning are visible. Limited overrunning all
along th e shelf edge can be observed in the 23 A pril (b09) image. T he Slope Sea
has reappeared on th e SST im age and shelf w ater entrainm ent off H atteras is also
noticeable on this image.
In 1993, spectacular images of th e outer shelf current can be observed. Three
tem perature layers, 10° (green), 12° (light blue) and 14°C (blue) are noticeable over
th e outer shelf region on th e SST image of 8 May (blO). T he cold w aters, presumedly
advected from the no rth appear to warm up on its journey towards th e southwest.
This outer shelf current signature persists on th e images of MaylO ( b ll ) , M a y ll (b l2 )
and M ayl6 (bl3). T he image on th e 11 and 16 of May also illustrate th e entrainm ent
of th e cool shelf waters advected by th e outer shelf current by th e Gulf Stream .
First signs of cooling at th e coast are noticed on th e image of 4 O ctober (b l4 ).
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o01. 8 Januory, 1992.

o02. 31 January, 1992.

a03. 3 February, 1992.

o04. 10 February, 1992.

Figure 12: Color plate showing SST images.
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oOS. 17 February, 1992.

a06. 21 February, 1992.

a07. 26 Februa7 , 1992.

a08. 22 March. 1992.

Figure 13: Color p late showing SST images.
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aOS. 1 April, 1992.

a 10. 9 April. 1992.

o n . 15 April, 1992.

a 12. 2A April, 1992.

Figure 14: Color plate showing SST images.
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a 15. 7 June, 1992.

o 16. 29 June. 1992.

Figure 15: Color plate showing SST images.
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a 17. 11 July, 1992.

d 8 . 2 August, 1992.

a 19. 8 August, 1992.

o20. 12 September, 1992.

Figure 16: Color plate showing SST images.
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a21. 13 September, 1992.

c22. 2 October, 1992.

o23. 7 October, 1992.

o24. 24 October, 1992.

Figure 17: Color plate showing SST images.
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o 2 5 . 2 6 O ctober, 1 9 9 2 .

o2 6 . 9 N o v em b er,

1992.

o27. 10 November, 1992.

a28. 6 December, 1992.

Figure 18: Color p late showing SST images.
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b01. 2 4 Ja n u a ry , 1 9 9 3 .

b 0 2 . 3 F ebruary,

1 993.

b03. 15 February, 1993.

b04. 19 February, 1993.

Figure 19: Color plate showing SST images.
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b05. 12 March, 1993.

o06. 22 March. 1993.

b07. 4 April, 1993.

b08. 8 Abril, 1993.

Figure 20: Color plate showing SST images.
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b09. 2 3 April, 1 9 93.

DiO. 8 May,

Dll. 10 May, 1993.

d1

1993.

2. 11 May, 1993.

Figure 21: Color plate showing SST images.
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613. 16 May, 1993.

614, 4. October, 1993.

b15, 21 November, 1993.

o16,

31 Decemoer, 1993.

Figure 22: Color plate showing SST images.
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T h e tem peratures off the coast of New Jersey and Virginia are th e first regions to
cool to tem peratures of 16°C in October, decreasing to 12°C in November and 6°C
by December. T he surface tem peratures decrease system atically offshore. A Gulf
Stream filament is seen to curl anticyclonically off Chesapeake Bay on 21 November.
B y th e end of December, this filament has pushed up to th e Delaware Bay along the
o u ter shelf. T he therm al contrast between the shelf, slope and G ulf S tream waters
reappear due to cooling especially by winter storms.
Thus the SST images reveal interesting features during its seasonal progression
in th e MAB. Among the m ain features are the seasonal cooling and heating of the
coastal and shelf waters. T he advection of cool w ater on th e outer shelf in sum m er.
D uring th e early p art of th e year th e shelf water expands and overruns th e slope
region. The overrun shelf w ater is entrained by th e western wing of th e G ulf Stream
betw een Chesapeake Bay and Cape H atteras and appears lost to th e G ulf Stream .
L ater in the year slope w ater and Gulf Stream w ater intrudes onto th e o u ter shelf.

4.3

Tim e history of surface temperature

We further analyzed th e SST images by constructing tim e series of surface tem p era
tures. F irst four surface tem p eratu re profiles, T(x) at four transects labeled A, B, C,
D were extracted from each image stretching across th e shelf and slope region in the
southern MAB. T he location of th e transects is shown in Figure 23.
Some sam ple profiles are shown in Figure 24- 27.

A tim e sequence of SST

was extracted from the profiles at fixed distances, representing th e inner-shelf (20
m isobath), m id-shelf (40 m isobath),shelf-break (100 m isobath) and slope regions,
m arked on the profiles (Figure 28 to Figure 35). These tim e sequence portrays the
seasonal variation of surface tem perature in the shelf and slope region during 1992
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and 1993 of th e southern MAB. The blank spaces in some of th e line plots are due to
missing d ata caused by clouds in the image.
There is a clear seasonal cycle in the SST tim e series for th e inner, m id and outer
shelf regions. The surface tem perature during both th e years gradually decrease from
10°C in early January to about 5°C in late January.

This tem p eratu re is m ain

tained for approxim ately 100 days and falls occasionally to 3-4° C during February
and March. T he surface tem perature then starts to w arm up rapidly until it reaches
a m axim um of 25°C around day 200. From then on th e SST starts to decrease and
by December th e shelf w ater tem perature reaches about 10°C. T he inner shelf regions
ten d to w arm and cool more rapidly than the mid and outer shelf due to its shallower
depth. Surface tem perature also appears noisy along th e southernm ost transect (D)
on the outer and slope regions. The tem perature fluctuation, especially during the
period between day 100 to day 200 shows evidence of Gulf Stream discharged w ater
over the outer shelf and slope regions as discussed by [Churchill and Com illion, 1991].
The warming trend of surface tem perature in th e outer shelf is broken during
some days for a period between day 130 and day 170. This is noticeable by th e
periodic fall in tem perature across the mid and outer shelf regions. T he decrease in
tem peratu re is illustrated by a band of cool water advecting along th e m id and outer
shelf in SST images and represents th e signature of th e outer shelf current.
The m ean tem perature of th e slope w ater mass during w inter is in th e range
between 10-15°C. B ut lower tem peratures of 4-9°C are observed frequently during
certain periods. This tem perature corresponds to shelf w ater tem p eratu re of th e same
period and again suggest overrunning of slope water by shelf w ater mass during th e
early p a rt of th e year.
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Figure 23: The MAB region showing th e four SST transects.
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Figure 28: Tim e series of surface tem p eratu re on the inner shelf extracted from SST
profiles along the four Transects (1992).
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Figure 29: Tim e series of surface tem p eratu re a t the m id shelf.
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Figure 30: Time series of surface tem perature on th e outer shelf.
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Figure 31: Tim e series of surface tem perature in th e slope region.
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Figure 32: Tim e series of surface tem perature on th e inner shelf extracted from SST
profiles along th e four transects (1993).
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Figure 33: Tim e series of surface tem perature at th e m id shelf.
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Figure 34: Tim e series of surface tem perature on th e outer shelf.
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Figure 35: Tim e series of surface tem perature in th e slope.
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5

RELATIONSHIP BETW EEN SATELLITE
SST AND in situ DATA
In th e previous C hapter, satellite infrared images were used to describe th e sea

sonal evolution of th e surface tem perature field in th e southern M AB. T he images also
revealed certain dynam ic features, notably th e overrunning shelf w ater over th e Slope
Sea and its subsequent entrainm ent by Gulf Stream , as well as advection of cooler
w ater by th e outer shelf current from th e north during late spring early sum m er. The
satellite derived d a ta provided a synoptic coverage in both space and tim e. Hydrographic d ata, b oth coincident w ith satellite d ata and historical, are now exam ined to
relate surface features with hydrographic cross-sections in th e vertical dimension.

5.1

D ata

Surface tem perature, salinity and XBT profiles are routinely collected from th e “ship
of opportu n ity ” R /V Oleander in a N Y -B erm uda transect. T he d a ta are obtained
from N ational M arine Fisheries Service, NOAA for comparison w ith coincident satel
lite imagery. T he transect, acquired once or twice a m onth, are shown as **** in SST
images (Figures 36 to 46 (except 42 and 43) ).
T he upper panel of Figures 36 to 46 (except 42 and 43) show shipboard surface
salinity and tem perature along w ith tem perature extracted from satellite infrared
images for approxim ately th e period of each cruise. The satellite derived and in
situ surface tem perature profiles dem onstrate th a t both d ata records are in good
agreem ent. However, th e satellite profiles show greater variation and underestim ate
th e surface tem p eratu re in some cases. T he difference between satellite and in situ
estim ates is due to two reasons. First, the satellite m easurem ents lag or precede th e
in situ observations by a few days. Clouds in satellite m easurem ents th a t appear
along th e transect or near it can cause substantial underestim ation. This is evident
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in Figure 37, 38 and 46. Second, in situ surface tem peratures are sampled in discrete
intervals few kilom eters ap art, whereas th e satellite gives a continuous record showing
finer-scale variations.
The shelf-slope front is represented by th e 10°C isotherm in SST images and can
be identified by the therm al gradient between shelf (7°C) and slope (12°C) w aters
in in situ d a ta during winter and early spring. T he shelf-slope front signature can
be observed in salinity profiles by the gradient between shelf w ater (33°/oo) and
slope w ater (35.3°/oo). There is remarkable agreem ent between th e satellite derived
position of th e front with th a t of in situ tem p eratu re and salinity profiles.

This

boundary between shelf and slope waters will be used later to determ ine th e offshore
lim it of shelf w aters in the MAB.
T he lower panel of Figures 36 to 46 (except 42 and 43) show vertical crosssections from X B T d ata along th e same N Y -B erm uda transect.

T he interesting

feature about these cross-sections is th a t th e location of th e shelf-slope front in
X B T d a ta corresponds w ith th a t observed in surface satellite derived and in situ
tem p eratu re and salinity d a ta (compare locations w ith upper panel). T he relationship
between surface features and vertical cross-sections is discussed below.
T he historical d ata set consists of cross-sections taken during th e SEEP I and II
and th e N ational M arine Fisheries Service M arine Resources M onitoring, Assessment
and P rediction (M ARM AP) programs to th e MAB [Walsh et al., 1988; Biscaye et
al., 1994; M ountain, 1991]. In addition, a com pilation of hydrographic transects of
th e MAB shelf-break front th a t describes th e variability of th e physical conditions in
this region and th e shelf-slope front in p articular are also used in th e analysis [Lyne
and Csanady, 1984].
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5.2

Observations

At least three distinct water masses could be related to surface SST images in our
discussion in the previous chapter. The shelf water mass was identified by shades of
green (3-10°C), th e darkest shade representing cold coastal waters. Shades of blue
(11-14°C) were associated w ith slope w ater masses with th e darkest shade illustrating
slope waters furthest offshore. The Gulf Stream was m arked by shades of red (1826°C) to w hite (30°C), the lighter shades showing mixed slope w ater and Gulf Stream
w ater.
T he winter tim e cross-sections are best illustrated in Figure 36 to Figure 40. In
general, th e shelf waters are well mixed vertically and th e shelf-slope front extends
offshore into slope waters. The Oleander section of February, 1992 (Figure 36) shows
th a t the front extends into the slope w ater about 150 km from th e shelf break. This
can also be seen on th e SST image of February 3rd (see SST image a03 in chapter 4).
T he base of th e front intersects th e 80 m isobath. In addition, th e front encloses shelf
w ater to a depth of ~ 60 m offshore of th e shelf break. The shelf w ater properties
are vertically uniform down to 60 m. Lenses of 13° w ater are observed from the
surface to a depth of 200 m and appear intruding onshore over th e continental slope.
The O leander d a ta therefore illustrates th a t the shelf w ater mass (shades of green)
observed on the SST image of February 3rd can reach depths of up to 60 m offshore
of th e shelf break.
A nother w inter tim e section during February of 1993 (Figure 37) shows a weak
contorted (deformed) front w ith active exchange taking place on either side of the
front. The contorted nature of th e X BT contours can also be noticed by th e shades
of blue and green on th e SST image of February 3rd (SST image b02). From th e coast
to th e inshore edge of th e front, th e waters are vertically well mixed and cross-shore
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tem perature gradients increase offshore. Here again th e front extrudes into th e Slope
Sea, sweeping shelf w ater ~ 150 km offshore of th e shelf break to a depth of ~ 60
m. The base of th e front intersects th e bottom at about 200 m. Slope W ater of 13°C
protrudes upward and inshore over th e continental slope from a depth of ~ 150 m.
T he transect in March, 1992 (Figure 38) shows th e shelf-slope front ~ 50 km
offshore of the shelf break and extending to a depth of ~ 50 m . T he position of
the front correlates well w ith surface measurements. The satellite derived surface
tem perature profile shows a noisy appearance due to the presence of clouds in the
SST image (image a08).

The X B T contours show steeply sloped isotherm s th a t

suggest strong southwestward flow. In th e slope region, the 13° therm ostad reaches
to a depth of 150 m. Once again th e shelf is vertically well mixed at this period of
the year mainly due to strong mixing by wind and weak buoyancy input.
The Oleander section in April, 1992 (Figure 39) shows the shelf-slope front about
50 km offshore from the shelf edge (see image a09). The shelf w ater is well m ixed and
reaches a depth of ~ 60 m bounded by th e front beneath and offshore. T he isotherms
are steeply inclined suggesting strong southwestward flow near the junction of the
shelf-slope front. The bottom of th e front intersects the continental shelf at about
100 m. T he X BT transects also illustrate a diffused front about 150 km offshore from
the shelf break (between 300 and 350 m along transect) and a 12° therm ostad at a
depth of 200 m in th e slope region.
In comparison, the April 1993 (Figure 40) section shows a diffused and contorted
front th a t extrudes offshore ~ 150 km from the shelf break. (Not clearly visible on
SST image (b07) due to clouds). The bottom of th e front is unresolved. Relative
homogeneous conditions prevail across th e shelf up to the inshore side of th e shelfslope front.
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The O leander cruise of May 1993 (Figure 41) shows a surprising contrast to th e
homogeneous shelf conditions observed in April. Shelf w ater is highly stratified and
spring tim e warm ing and development of a therm ocline are evident shore-ward of th e
shelf break region. The shelf-slope front appears to have bounced back to its position
over the shelf break. The 13° therm ostad in th e slope region has decreased to a depth
of about 100 m.
T he SST im age (Figure 42) shows a band of cool w ater advecting from th e
north over th e shelf break during early May. This band of cooler surface tem p eratu re
represents advection of shelf w ater from further n o rth by th e outer shelf current.
This signature lasts for about 25 days (from analysis of images in C hapter 4.) before
the contrast between different water masses decreases in SST images to be identified
further (see images in C hapter 4.) The SST images also reveal th e entrainm ent of this
cold w ater mass ju st off Cape H atteras. T he outer shelf current signature is clearly
observable in another cross-section taken in May (Figure 43). It shows a band of cool
w ater 8-10°C a t th e surface shore ward of 10°C plus w ater extending beyond th e 100
m isobath. T he cool band is about 50 km wide (off New Jersey) and narrows down
considerably as it approaches Cape H atteras and reaches depths of ~ 50 m. It advects
southw estw ard w ith a velocity of 0.3 m s_1 as m easured along th e same transect at a
depth of 48 m (Glenn Gawarkiewicz, personal com m unication).
T he sum m er tim e variation of the shelf and slope waters are best described by
cross-sections during June to August. The June, 1992 (Figure 44) section shows th e
stratification of th e surface shelf and slope regions and th e strong seasonal therm ocline
th a t establish isopycnal contact between shelf and slope waters in the MAB. Note
th e excellent agreement between the surface location of th e shelf-slope front and
tem p eratu re field with th e depth contours from X B T data. T he 13° therm ostad is
still present in th e slope region between 80 and 150 m . The slight depression of th e
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surface isotherms ju st offshore of th e shelf break suggest the signature of th e outer
shelf current. The 7°C over th e bo tto m shelf region is th e rem nant of winter cooled
water called the ’cold pool’.
The Oleander section of A ugust, 1992 (Figure 45) shows a strong therm ocline
stretching from th e shelf to th e slope region. T he surface waters are again stratified
to a depth of about 40 m. The ’cold pool’ over th e bottom shelf is clearly noticeable,
although reduced in volume from June. T he tem perature contrast in SST images
decrease during sum m er making it difficult to observe strong gradients.
By late fall, a com bination of w inter cooling and wind mixing help to re-establish
the therm al gradient between shelf, slope and Gulf Stream waters (images a21 to a28).
A typical fall cross-section is illustrated by th e November, 1992 (Figure 46) section
of Oleander which shows a relatively well mixed upper shelf region. T he shelf break
is poorly resolved and deep slope waters are still stratified. T he m ixing also helps to
remove th e ’cold pool’ feature th a t persisted all summer.
In conclusion, the shelf-slope front observed on SST images are in good agree
m ent w ith coincident Oleander X B T vertical sections. The position of shelf-slope
front in SST images is determ ined by th e 10° C isotherm. The o u ter shelf current
signature is illustrated in early May cross-sections and satellite imagery. It is denoted
by the advection of cool shelf w ater from th e north and reaches a depth of ~ 50 m.
The overrunning of th e Slope Sea by th e shelf w ater mass observed in shades of green
in winter SST images varies from about 40-60 m in depth near th e shelf break and
narrows a t th e offshore edge as shown by vertical X BT sections.
The focus of this section was to illustrate, using hydrographic cross-sections
from Oleander combined w ith earlier evidence (eg. historical d ata), th a t overrunning
of the slope region by shelf w ater observed in SST images reach depths of 40-60
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m. T he overrun shelf w ater, bounded by the shelf break and th e shelf-slope front
offshore enclose a large portion of the to tal shelf w ater volume in the MAB. W hen
the shelf w ater overruns th e slope region, it advects nutrients and other organic and
inorganic m a tter offshore. The resultant production and carbon export from the shelf
is im portan t and should be taken into account for shelf water budgets.
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Figure 46: As in figure 36, b u t for November, 1992
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6 ANALYSIS OF SHELF WATER
O VERRUNNING IN THE SOUTHERN
SLOPE SEA
During th e early m onths of th e year, SST images show large volumes of shelf
w ater stored over th e slope region in th e southern MAB. This excess am ount of shelf
w ater, or overrunning, is responsible for a massive southw ard tran sp o rt of shelf water
along th e Slope Sea. In this chapter, satellite derived quantities and hydrographic
sections are used to estim ate th e speed, volume, and transport of overrunning shelf
w ater. T he speed of shelf w ater advected southwestward over th e upper slope is
determ ined with “feature tracking” in successive tem perature fields. The transport
is estim ated from th e hydrographic cross-sections and th e speeds determ ined with
feature tracking. Possible generation of overrunning by w inter storms, freshwater
discharge or pressure gradient effects are examined.

6.1

E stim ation of alongshelf velocity

T he velocity of shelf w ater overrunning th e slope region is determ ined from sequential
satellite im agery using th e m ethod described in Breaker et al. [1994]. This m ethod
calculates th e velocity of a particle given its displacement between two successive
images and th e tim e interval between th e two images assuming th a t the m otion of
th e particle is linear. T he above technique has been used extensively in meteorology
for th e last 25 years to estim ate low-level winds from geostationary satellite data. It
has also been used to estim ate th e surface circulation in such regions as the California
C urrent, th e Gulf Stream , in and around the Kuroshio C urrent, th e Gulf of Mexico,
th e English Channel, off th e west coast of Ireland, and over the C hatham Rise off
New Zealand [Breaker et al., 1994]. In th e Slope Sea off th e East coast of North
A merica, case studies of surface currents using th e above technique have been shown
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to be quite reliable [(Breaker et al., 1994; Cornillon et ah, 1989] used th e same
technique to estim ate the surface velocity of the slope waters off N orth A m erica and
th e translational velocity of Warm Core Rings.
In this study, pairs of SST images th a t are less than 24 hours ap art are selected
to determ ine surface current vectors. Several constraints are placed on th e selection of
th e therm al features to ensure th at th e same features are identified. The features had
to be defined by closed therm al contours; kinks and cusps are excluded. T he features
are subjectively digitized and their center positions are located. Small features are
selected as they best represent the velocity of the surface slope w ater [Cornillon et
a l, 1989]. F irst, a therm al feature is identified and its position obtained from im agel.
T he same feature is located in image2, th a t is less than 24 hours apart and its position
obtained. The difference between these positions gives the distance traveled by th e
therm al feature from im agel to image2.

The velocity is then calculated for this

therm al feature from the distance and tim e interval between the images. In th is way,
a num ber of features are subjectively digitized between pairs of images. M ost of the
features chosen are located in the slope region and helps to determ ine th e ra te of
advection of th e shelf water th a t has overrun the Slope Sea.
An exam ple of feature tracking using SST images in th e MAB is shown in Fig
ure 47. T he vectors in th e figure illustrate the general circulation features of shelf
and slope waters in the MAB. The shelf w ater th a t overruns the slope region advects
southw estw ard as p art of the mean circulation with velocities ranging from 0.05 m s-1
to a m axim um of 0.2 m s-1 . Near C ape H atteras th e surface velocity vectors obtained
from feature tracking show th e entrainm ent of shelf water mass and its northeastw ard
advection as p a rt of the western edge of th e Gulf Stream. A sequence of SST images
w ith velocities obtained from feature tracking superimposed are th en used for th e
analysis of shelf w ater overrunning th e southern Slope Sea.
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Figure 47: SST image w ith velocity vectors obtained from feature tracking superim 
posed in the image. The shades of red represent Gulf Stream w ater. Shades of yellow
and green the slope w ater mass and shades of blue th e shelf w ater mass. T he red
arrows represent surface velocity determ ined from feature tracking. T he arrow shown
in a box on the right hand side shows a scale of 0.20 m s-1 for th e surface velocity
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From th e satellite imagery, which comprises 18 usable images for th e two years,
th e shelf w ater overrunning and advecting along th e Slope Sea are observed to occur
in pulses one after th e other (the images are explained in detail in C hapter 4 and
hence not repeated here for brevity). W hen one pulse of shelf water leaves N J, it is
tracked all along in a sequence of successive SST images until it entrains eastw ard
between Chesapeake Bay and Cape H atteras. The tim e interval from its inception to
when it turns eastw ard is defined here as an episode.
The first episode of overrunning of shelf w ater during 1992 started around Ja n 
uary 31 (see images in C hapter 4). T he feature tracking showed persistent velocities
of 0.2 m s-1 ju st off New Jersey in th e southwestward direction. The shelf w ater then
appears to slow down w ith velocities of 0.05 m s-1 probably due to th e m otion of
an anticyclonic eddy. T he anticyclonic eddy entrains and wraps cold shelf w ater as
it advects southwestward. The sequence of other SST images revealed th a t th e first
overrunning episode lasted about 34 days. Velocities of 0.2 m s-1 are also observed
near the southern m ost tip of th e Slope Sea probably due to th e influence of th e Gulf
Stream .
The next episode of overrunning originates off New Jersey on February 17th
(see image a05). T he influence of th e second episode on th e shelf w ater m ass can
be recognized in successive images until the 28th of M arch especially on th e 15th
an d 22nd of M arch, lasting for about 39 days. T he shelf w ater advection is again
southwestward along th e upper slope region and often reaches velocities of 0.2 m s-1 ,
especially off New Jersey.
The th ird episode is observed to begin around th e first of April and by th e 15th
of April it has reached off th e coast of Delaware. Unlike th e earlier episodes, th e
shelf water mass appears to get entrained much earlier by th e western edge of th e
G ulf Stream and does not reach Cape H atteras. T h e shelf w ater again advects along
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th e upper slope region with velocities ranging from 0.05 m s_1 to nearly 0.2 m s-1 .
T he images from this date become too cloudy to follow th e shelf w ater m ass in a
recognizable configuration.
The overrunning episodes in 1993 began earlier th an in 1992 (see images in
C hapter 4). The first episode started around January 24th. The shelf w ater had a
m axim um velocity of ~ 0.20 m s-1 near New Jersey and advected southwestward.
T he progression could be followed to M arch 1st, before it entrains in th e vicinity of
C ape H atteras, lasting ~ 35 days.
The next episode started on M arch 1st before th e end of th e first episode and is
clearly observable on th e image of 12th M arch. The entrainm ent of this episode occurs
m uch earlier off Chesapeake Bay and does not appear to advect to Cape H atteras.
This shorter episode lasted around 22 days w ith a m axim um velocity of ~ 0.20 m s_1
occurring off New Jersey.
The third episode began around M arch 22nd and could be followed u p to April
8th. The image on th e 8th shows possibly another episode off New Jersey. T he third
overrunning episode lasted until April 23rd for about 31 days. The shelf w ater in the
slope region off New Jersey again showed a persistent southwestward velocity of ~
0.20 m s_1.
The two year analysis showed th a t (three to four) episodes can be identified
during a period of approxim ately three m onths during w inter and early spring. Each
episode lasted about 30 days. T he episodes of shelf w ater overrunning th e Slope Sea
appeared to originate off New Jersey (at th e New York Bight apex) around th e end
of January and advected southwestward along th e upper slope region. The m axim um
velocities(~ 0.20 m s-1 ) were recorded off New Jersey and decreased slightly as the
event advected towards Cape H atteras. T he entrainm ent of shelf w ater to th e Gulf
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S tream or th e Slope Sea appeared to take place anywhere between Cape H atteras
and off Chesapeake Bay and advected eastw ard along th e western wing of th e Gulf
Stream .
T he shelf w ater traveled a distance of ~ 500 km in the slope region from New
Jersey to near Cape H atteras in about 30 days. This gives a m ean velocity of ~ 0.19
m s-1 which is consistent with th e mean velocity estim ated from feature tracking of
~ 0.20 m s-1 obtained between two successive images less th an 24 hours apart.
T he velocity estim ate by feature tracking can be affected due to a num ber of
reasons. F irst of all it is assumed th a t sea surface tem perature serves as a conservative
passive tracer. Secondly, it is assumed th a t th e changes seen are solely advective when
they could be due to surface heat exchange or diffusion. Propagating waves (eg. on
th e north ern wall of th e Gulf Stream ) tend to interfere w ith advective m otion in
places where b oth are present. Furtherm ore, th e motion of th e particles are assumed
rectilinear when in fact they could be rotational. The tim e separation between images
is also an im portant criterion. If the tim e difference between images is too small,
there m ay be lack of features to track.

If it is too long, features begin to loose

th eir identity and it becomes difficult to assign a displacement. Svejkovsky [1988]
found th a t periods greater than 12 hours b u t not more th an 24 hours between images
produces th e best results. A nother problem associated w ith satellite feature tracking
is precise navigation, lack of which can cause errors of 0.02-0.03 m s-1 in estim ating
th e surface velocity. Procedures such as those developed by Krasnopolsky and Breaker
[1994] typically reduce this error by a factor of 4. Landmarks are often useful in
reducing these errors over coastal areas. In this study all th e images are registered to
a com mon coastline therby reducing th e error due to navigation.
A n uncertainity in the velocity estim ate from feature tracking can arise from the
error in determ ining th e accurate distances between particles on two different images.
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The resolution of the sensor is about 1.47 km 2 giving a diagonal distance of ~ 1.71
km for each pixel. This gives an uncertainity in the distance of ±3.42 km for an error
of one pixel or ±6.84 km if the error is two pixels. Since the tim e interval between
two images is kept a constant (86400 s), the uncertainity in the velocity estim ate for
feature tracking in this study for an average velocity of 0.2 m s-1 ranges from ±0.04
m s-1 to ±0.08 m s-1 for one and two pixels respectively. The velocity estim ate from
feature tracking is almost twice th e m ean velocity ( ~ 0.10 m s-1 ) observed in the
outer shelf region of th e MAB [Beardsley and Boicourt, 1981]. This suggest th a t the
advection of shelf w ater over the upper slope region may be linked w ith th e circulation
of the Slope Sea. The mean southwestward velocity of the upper slope current off
New Jersey is about 0.15 m s-1 [Csanady and Hamilton, 1988]. The relative velocity
by geostrophic calculation of shelf w ater layer is about 0.1 m s-1 . This gives a good
reason to believe th a t the overrun shelf w ater motion over the upper slope region,
bounded by th e front offshore and to a depth of ~ 50 m , is carried southw ard by the
upper slope current.

6.2

Volume calculations

To estim ate the volume of shelf w ater overrunning in th e southern M AB, th e offshore
extent of shelf w ater is determ ined from th e position of th e shelf-slope front in each
SST image. Previous studies have shown th a t the location of the shelf-slope front
from the surface as determ ined by satellite imagery could account for about 50%
of the variance in th e shelf w ater volume in the MAB [Mountain, 1991].

In this

study, offshore lim it of shelf w ater extends from th e shelf break (100 m isobath)
along the shelf-slope boundary represented by the 10°C contour line , and back to
the shelfbreak. This area from th e shelf break to th e 10°C contour line is used to
estim ate th e volume of shelf w ater th a t overruns th e slope region in th e southern
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MAB.
To quantify th e area of shelf w ater in th e slope region from satellite SST images,
only those images th a t are completely cloud free in th e shelf-slope region are used.
This rules out errors due to cloud contam ination. The perim eter of th e area bounded
by the shelf break and th e 10°C contour is obtained by determ ining th e coordinates
of each pixel in th e im age along this line. This is done by subjectively moving th e
cursor along this line and extracting th e pixel positions. The coordinates, in latitu d e
and longitude, of each point on th e perim eter of the area are converted to x and y
distances (km) w ith respect to th e origin of each image. T he area is then calculated
using the formula;

A R E A = 0.b[X1(Y2 - Yn) + X 2(Y3 - Yx) + X 3(Y4 - Y2) + ....Xn{Yx - y„_i)]

where n is th e num ber of points extracted, and X \, X 2, ...... , X n, and Y \, Y2, ....... , Yn
are the x and y coordinates of pixel position on th e perim eter.
The depth of th e shelf w ater in th e Slope Sea varies generally from 40-60 m . T he
Oleander cruise track (m arked as ’***’ in SST images above) showed th e overhang
in February 1992 to be 60 m deep and in March 1992 to be 50 m. In February 1993,
the depth of th e overhang was 60 m and in April of th e same year it was 50 m deep.
Sections from SEEP programs taken off New Jersey and off Delaware also showed
th e depth of th e overhang to vary between 40-60 m. Historical transects and crosssections taken from “A com pilation and Description of Hydrographic Transects of th e
M id-A tlantic Bight Shelf-Break Front” atlas [Lyne and Csanady, 1984], which span
more or less th e whole of th e MAB have also confirmed th e depth of th e overhang
to vary w ithin 40-60 m.

M ountain [1991] used an average depth of 40 m in his

calculation of th e volume of shelf w ater from cruises between 1977-1987.
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An uncertainty in th e volume estim ate can be induced by th e constraint in as
suming a constant depth of ~ 40 m and th e error in determining th e area of th e
overrun shelf water. An error of about 10 pixels will give an uncertainity in th e area
of about ±920 km 2. The volume unceratinity for depths of 40, 50 and 60 m are about
± 36, 45 and 55 km3.
The volume of shelf w ater th a t overruns th e slope region during four m onths;
January to April is shown in Figure 48. The top panel displays a tim e series of shelf
w ater volume during 1992. The differently shaded portion in the diagram are used
to show th e volume of each of the three overrunning episodes separately T h e shelf
w ater volume shows a general increase from late January to a m axim um of ~ 2000
km 3 on day 80. In addition there was another peak at about day 100. This shows
up as a complex double frontal structure in th e cross-section of 3-4th April, 1992.
T he shelf w ater volume steadily decrease until end of April as th e shelf-slope front
retreats back to its norm al position over the shelf break.
The volume of shelf w ater for th e three episodes for 1992 are also shown in
Figure 48 as th e shaded regions. The first episode of overrunning reached a m axim um
of about 1000 km 3. T he volume of shelf w ater for th e second episode reached a
m axim um of about 1100 km 3 around day 80, after which it decreased steadily until
about day 100. The second episode thus lasted longer and contained slightly m ore
volume th an th e first episode. A feature in th e th ird episode is th e patchiness in th e
shelf w ater mass th a t has overrun th e slope region. This is noticeable by th e presence
of slope w ater in the region off New Jersey and below it. This large estim ate is p artly
due to th e stagnant shelf w ater mass in the slope region as seen in th e SST images.
The volumes of th e overrun shelf w ater mass for 1993 are also shown in Figure 48
(lower panel).

Although th e overrunning started slightly earlier, th e volume was

considerably less than in 1992. The m axim um volume (2000 km 3) again occurred at
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th e end of M arch which may be due to th e accumulation of shelf w ater in different
episodes as in 1992. Thereafter, the shelf w ater volume decreased steadily to about
1000 km 3 in late April.
T he mean volume of the overrun shelf water (between th e shelf break and the
location of the shelf-slope front) is about 1600 ±55 km3 for 1992 and 900 ±55 km3
for 1993. The m ean shelf water volume in th e MAB is about 3600 km 3. This shows
th a t about 25-45% of the volume of shelf w ater in the MAB lies offshore of th e shelf
break during these episodes. Wright and Parker [1977], have also observed th a t about
50% of th e volume of shelf water in the MAB lie in the outer wedge between th e shelf
break and the shelf-slope front. The large variation in volume between 1992 and 1993
(~ 70%) may be associated with increase in th e flow into th e G ulf of Maine and later
into th e MAB. M ountain [1991], in his ten year analysis of th e volume of shelf w ater
in th e MAB has observed interannual changes of 60-90% from th e m ean volume in
th e MAB.

6.3

Transport

T he transport of th e overrun shelf water ju st off New Jersey can be roughly estim ated
from th e Oleander cross-sections and the velocity determ ined from feature tracking.
On th e 8th of February, 1992, th e shelf w ater extends ~ 100 km offshore. Taking
an average dep th of about 40 m and ~ 0.2 m s-1 as th e cross-sectional velocity, the
tran sp o rt is ~ 0.8 Sv. Taking depth = 60 m, the transport = 1.25 Sv. Similarly, on
th e 11th of M arch, th e shelf w ater extends about 60 km offshore and th e transport
associated with it is ~ 0.5 Sv and 0.7Sv for h = 60 m. D uring 1993, th e transport
estim ate from 6 th February and 8th April is again ~ 0.8 Sv. This gives an average of ~
0.725 Sv for one th ird of a year for two episodic events or th e episodic annual average
m ay be about 0.12 Sv. The high transport estim ate suggests th a t th e transport of
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Figure 48: Cum m ulative shelf water volume between the 100 m isobath and the
satellite determ ined position of the shelf-slope front. The th ree shaded portions
during 1992 represent the shelf w ater volume during th e three overrunning episodes
of 1992.
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th e overrun shelf w ater is large and cannot be ignored. T he uncertainty associated
w ith this transport is th e constrain due to th e velocity m easurem ents and th e depth
of th e overrun shelf w ater as discussed before. For a m axim um offshore distance of
~ 100 km th e uncertainity in the transport estim ate is ±0.64 Sv.
T he fate of the overrun shelf w ater is largely influenced by the circulation of th e
Slope Sea and the entrainm ent processes off Cape H atteras [Csanady and Hamilton,
1988]. The transport of th e overrun shelf w ater is always southwestward. T he shelf
w ater mass keeps its distinct identity and does not mix w ith th e slope w ater or
re tre a t back on to the shelf. The SST images in this study show th a t th e shelf w ater
is entrained interm ittently into the Slope Sea a t various locations between 38° N
and Cape H atteras and eventually drains eastw ard into th e western edge of th e Gulf
Stream . This agrees w ith th e observed circulation in this region [Ford et al., 1952;
Kupferm an and Garfield, 1977; and Fisher, 1972].

6.4

Potential Forcing Mechanisms

In this section we are concerned with identifying forcing mechanisms responsible for
overrunning events. Potential forcing include wind stress, freshwater discharge, pres
sure gradient effects, baroclinic or barotropic instability, and various oceanic forcings
such as topographic Rossby waves, Gulf Stream m eanders, warm-core rings, and local
mixing. We confine our atten tio n to th e w inter-spring period, January to A pril 1992
and 1993, when the frontal boundary is well defined.

6.4.1

Effect o f w indstress

Hourly wind data, obtained from NODC buoys located in th e MAB (Figure 8) are
used to analyze th e shelf w ater response to wind stress. Alongshore an d offshore
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stress com ponents are com puted by rotating th e coordinate system 30° clockwise so
th a t th e alongshore direction was aligned with the large-scale bathym etric contours.
T im e series of wind stress are com puted from
=

P a ir C D \ W \ V

(10)

T o f f shore = P a ir C q \ W \ U

(11)

Talongshore

where U and V are offshelf and alongshelf com ponents of wind and |
(U 2

W

|=

+ V2)1/2- C d was com puted according to Large and Pond (1981), ie
CD

= (0.49 + 0.065|W |) x 1(T3
CD

where |

W

= 1.14 x lO"3

\W \
\W \

> 1 0 m s '1
< 1 0 m s-1

(12)
(13)

| is in m s-1 and pa{r = 1.2kgm 3

Coherence squared and phase of east-w est and n o rth -so u th com ponents are com
puted for each of th e buoys for th e four m onth period (January to April, 1992 and
1993) to show, in general, the uniform ity of th e wind field in all th e buoy locations of
the MAB. In all, d a ta from five buoys are used to com pare w indstress in th e northern
and southern p a rt of th e MAB area. The coherence squared between th e stresses
at different locations is significant a t th e 95% confidence level a t m ost frequencies
(Figure 49). In addition, th e phase is not significantly greater th an zero at these
frequencies m ost of th e tim e. Therefore, d ata from buoy 44008 (for 1992) and 44014
(for 1993) are used to represent wind conditions for these two years in th e MAB.
In (Figure 50, Figure 51) wind vectors are plo tted for th e four m onth period
during 1992 and 1993. W ind vectors use oceanographic conventions. A northw ard
wind blows tow ards th e north. The winds during th e four m onth period are generally
towards th e southeast for both th e years. B ut considerable sm all scale wind reversals
tow ards th e northeast also exist. It will be noted th a t average climatological w inter
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winds in th e southern MAB are everywhere to th e southeast (see The Bunker Atlas
of th e N orth A tlantic Ocean). As spring approaches, there is a gradual decrease in
wind m agnitude and change in direction to the north.
To illustrate th e m ajor features of th e m agnitude of th e stress, the east-w est and
n o rth -so u th com ponents are shown in (Figure 52 and 53). W hat is apparent from
th e figures is th a t m axim um stresses occur during mid January and early February.
In addition, th e w inter stress tend to be directed offshelf w ith brief wind reversals.
Saunders [1977] reported th a t an offshore increase in stress was a dom inant feature in
th e MAB and it approxim ately doubled 200 km offshore. The large stress values also
arise principally because of frequent strong winds rather th an because of th e tendency
of th e winds to blow more frequently in a given direction.
There are two m ajor offshelf stresses from 9-20 January and 2-10 February, w ith
less intense ones on 25th January, 2,4, 12, 13, and 30th of March and on 5 and 6th
of April 1992 (see upper panel on Figure 52). Strong onshelf stress are also observed
on 4, 23 January, 8, 26 February, and on 8, 12 and 27th March. During 1993, the
w ind stresses are mostly offshelf and less frequent intense storm s with th e m ajor ones
recorded on 5 and 28th February and 11—15th March (upper panel on Figure 53).
T he alongshelf wind stress is m ainly southward with strong stresses during 4,
16, 17 and 26th January, 3, 4 and 25th February and 20th March, 1992 (see lower
panel on Figure 52). During 1993, again th e alongshelf winds are m ostly southward,
w ith intense ones recorded on 9, 10th January, 28th February, 18th M arch and 7th
April. However, th e striking feature of th e wind stress in th e MAB is its variability
and there are periods of strong wind reversals during th e entire four m onth periods
w ith alongshelf winds to th e north of greater than 0.1 P a on 24, 25th January, 20th
February and 12th March, 1992 and 2nd February and 12th March, 1993 (lower panel
on Figure 53).
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The work done by th e n o rth -so u th component of wind stress on th e overrunning
of shelf water in th e MAB can be examined in term s of the tim e integral of the
wind stresses

( f Ty d t)

and th e Bakun index. /

Ty d t

is th e cummulative sum of the

m agnitude of hourly wind stress vectors, where ry is th e kinematic wind stress
in the alongshore direction. The B akun index is based on Ekman transport derived
from surface winds [Bakun, 1973]. T he Ekman transport is calculated from (jTj,)
where f is the Coriolis param eter. T he offshore displacement can be expressed as
j j j f

Ty d t

where D is the depth of shelf water. A comparison of tim e integral of the

wind stresses ( /

ry d t

) and SST images showed th a t cross-shelf motions of th e front

can be wind driven (Figure 54). A northw ard wind starting on 5th January and
another on 23rd January, moved shelf water and th e shelf-slope front u pto th e slope
region as seen in images aOl and a02 (see chapter four). The m ost intense ocean
response to strong northw ard windstress from day 40 to around day 61, produced a
displacement of ~ 4 km for a depth of 50 m and ~ 20 km if only 10 m of th e water
column is taken into account. The displacement determ ined from satellite imagery
(images a05, a06 and a07) is greater th an 50 km. The intense storm from day 70
to around day 80 again moved shelf w ater offshore all along the shelf-slope front
(image a8) w ith an offshore displacement in the range of 6-30 km for depths 50 m
and 10 m respectively. T he im age on 22 March shows offshore displacement greater
than 50 km. The less intense northw ard winds from day 90 onwards also helped
in driving shelf water into th e slope region(image a9 and alO). The m ost energetic
northward wind events for 1993 occurred from day 60 to day 75 and from day 97
onwards (images b05, b06-b09). The wind induced displacement per unit length of
coastline during these periods of ~ 8 km and 40 km w ith depths ranging from 50 to
10 m respectively. These observations illustrate th a t although northw ard winds move
shelf water offshore, th e displacements measured from satellite imagery are probably
greater th an those determ ined from wind stress only.
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A nother observation th a t can be m ade from satellite im agery and th e wind d ata is
th a t th e ocean response to periods of strong southward wind stress does not appear
to always displace th e shelf-slope front significantly onshore of th e shelf break as
observed in SST images. T he shelf w ater th a t was transported olfshore to th e slope
region moves southwestward and entrains off Cape H atteras as discussed in detail in
chapter four. For exam ple, th e strong southward winds during 1-10 February did
not move th e shelf-slope front or for th a t m atter, shelf w ater significantly onshore
(see images a03 and a04). D uring SEEP I and II, th e sequence of northw ard and
southw ard events on th e shelf produced large fluctuations of th e shelf-slope front and
the front rapidly returned to its equilibrium position. B ut this was not always the
case at th e shelfbreak [Houghton et a l, 1988; Houghton et al. , 1994]. Hence, one can
conclude th a t northw ard winds, as has been noted above, appeared to help in shelf
w ater overrunning slope w ater in the MAB.

6.4.2

Effect o f Freshwater Discharge

The volume changes of shelf w ater in th e MAB also appear to originate as a result
of changes in th e m ajor inflows to the Gulf of M aine [Mountain, 1991]. A simple
therm ohaline model of th e Gulf of Maine requires an in p u t of surface colder and less
saline Scotian shelf w ater, which is then mixed a t m id-depths during w inter with
w arm er and more saline slope w ater flowing into th e G ulf of M aine a t depth through
the N ortheast Channel to produce the interm ediate salinity w ater leaving th e Gulf
of M aine and flowing into th e MAB. Factors controlling th e am ount of shelf water
available for flow into th e Gulf of Maine during early w inter-spring m ay include
the m agnitude of th e St. Lawrence River discharge during th e previous spring. An
increase in th e St. Lawrence discharge, would result in an excess quantity of shelf
w ater (after mixing w ith slope w ater in th e Gulf of M aine) flowing into th e MAB.
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To exam ine whether freshwater discharge from th e St. Lawerence River pro
duced th e flooding of shelf water observed off New Jersey, th e m onthly-averaged St.
Lawerence River discharge d ata m easured at “LaSalle” (station no. 020A016) for
1991 and 1992 and also m ulti-year long-term m onthly averages (com puted from th e
beginning of 1955 through the end of 1992) are shown in Figure 55 [Bisagni personal
com munication]. The cum m ulative freshwater discharge from th e St. Lawrence in
creased by 15.1 km3 during th e first five m onths of 1991 relative to th e long term
m ean (115.17 km 3). The freshwater mixes w ith more saline slope w ater in th e Gulf
of M aine and results in ~ 225 km 3 increase in shelf w ater (see Note below) entering
the MAB by late January 1992. T he tim e lag between th e St. Lawerence discharge
and th e inflow into th e MAB, about nine m onths, is sufficient for th e excess outflow
to reach th e vicinity off New Jersey. Therefore, th e shelf w ater flooding th e Slope Sea
off New Jersey during late January appears related to excess discharge from th e St.
Lawerence.
To exam ine if th e outflow from th e Chesapeake Bay can cause any significant
contribution to the overrunning of shelf w ater, the m onthly averaged discharge from
all th e rivers th a t flow into the Chesapeake Bay along w ith a long-term m ean (com
puted from th e beginning of 1950 to th e end of 1988) are shown in Figure 56. During
spring of 1993 an anomalous large freshwater discharge from th e Chesapeake Bay of
about 10000 m 3 ( an increase of about 6000 m 3 from th e m ean) is observed. Since th e
discharge from the Chesapeake Bay occurs further south it could not have contributed
to th e overrunning of shelf w ater off New Jersey. However, as shown by K etchum and
Keen [1955] th e changes in th e outflow from th e Bay can account for th e increased
volume of shelf water further south in th e MAB.
Note: The mean salinity of shelf w ater and slope w ater for th e w inter period are
taken as 33 and 35.3°/oo respectively [Biscaye, 1994]. To get one p a rt of shelf w ater
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w ith salinity 33.0°/oo, the ratio of slope w ater to freshwater is ~ 15. In other words,
th e freshwater volume has to be multiplied by ~ 15 to produce th e shelf w ater of
required salinity(33°/oo).

6.4.3

Pressure G radient Effect

T he alongshelf pressure gradient in the MAB is an im portant force in the shelf cir
culation [Stommel and Leetmaa, 1972; Csanady, 1976]. T he mechanism th a t creates
the pressure gradient has been suggested to originate in th e open ocean. It is inter
esting to examine how rem ote offshore forcing, such as th e Gulf Stream can alter the
pressure gradient and w hat effect it can have on th e shelf w ater circulation.
The instantaneous p ath of the Gulf Stream in this region m ay be complex. Sev
eral mechanisms cause th e p ath to move laterally and can induce shifts of 100 km or
more in the S tream ’s p ath in a few days. Such shifts in th e p ath of th e Gulf Stream
have shown to discharge fluid from th e Stream into th e shelf and slope region in the
MAB [Churchill and Cornillon, 1991]. Bane et al. [1988], have also shown th a t such
onshore movements of th e Stream strongly increase th e m ean m onthly shelfbreak
currents southwestward in th e MAB.
Satellite-derived inform ation on the position of th e Gulf Stream ’s shoreward
surface therm al front (Figure 8) and the offshore limits of shelf water in th e slope
region off New Jersey suggest a relationship between th e overrunning events and the
Stream ’s position.

Figure 57 shows the four-month-long tim e series(for 1992 and

1993) of th e surface position of the Gulf Stream and shelf w ater on a line extending
directly offshore from th e shelf break (100 m isobath). B oth positions are shown
in Figure 8. Since th e shelf w ater overrunning was m axim um off New Jersey, this
location was used for the offshore position of shelf water. Negative distances for the
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Gulf Stream position indicate w ater onshore of th e shelfbreak. Note th a t th e Gulf
Stream position varies from -20 to 60 km, whereas the shelf w ater distances vary from
0 to 140 km from th e shelfbreak.
The agreement between th e two tim e series appears good. These d a ta suggests
th a t the shelf w ater overrunning th e Slope Sea off New Jersey was extensive when the
Gulf Stream was nearer the shelfbreak in th e vicinity of Cape H atteras and decreased
as the Stream veered offshore. This relationship dem onstrates th a t a change in the
Gulf Stream position may have a blocking effect on th e shelf circulation causing shelf
w ater to overrun th e shelf break and move offshore into the slope region.
The w ater level variation m easured a t a tide gauge near Duck, N orth Carolina
indicate th e presence of Gulf Stream as it veers shoreward. A tim e series of sea level
variation (observed - predicted) is shown in Figure 58 and Figure 59. The straight
lines in th e figures illustrate th e periods when th e Gulf Stream was nearer (less than
10 km) th e shelf break as determ ined from satellite data.
In summary, th e shelf w ater overrunning th e slope region of th e southern MAB
is a complex interaction of various forcings which include wind stress, freshwater
discharge and the rem ote offshore forcing from the Gulf Stream.
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Figure 51: Tim e series W ind Velocity for buoy 440014, 1993. T he velocity on th e right
hand corner represents th e largest m agnitude of the wind m easured for the m onth
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N orth Carolina for 1993
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the seasonal variation of shelf and slope waters in the
MAB using two years of high resolution (1.47 km 2) sea surface tem perature (SST)
d ata derived from NO A A satellites. Additionally, Oleander transects th a t coincided
w ith th e satellite images combined with earlier d ata (eg. historical data) were used
in the analysis of the images.
T he tw o-year (1992 and 1993) SST analysis revealed extensive overhang of shelf
w ater into th e slope region. These protrusions of shelf water occurred episodically and
coherently along shelf distances of several hundred kilometers. T he satellite images
combined w ith in situ d ata further illustrated th a t the overrun shelf water, bounded
by th e shelf-slope front offshore and beneath, enclose a large volume of shelf water.
The shelf w ater was advected southwestward in several episodes and caused extensive
overrunning of th e Slope Sea. The large shelf w ater volume produced by overrunning
events was transported southwestward along the upper slope and later accounted for
the entrainm ent of shelf water by the eastward flowing Gulf Stream in the vicinity of
Cape H atteras.
T he focus of this work was on estim ation of the velocity, volume and transport
of the overrun shelf water from satellite images and in situ data. T he velocity of shelf
w ater overrunning the slope region was determ ined from sequential satellite imagery
using th e feature tracking m ethod. The satellite feature tracking showed a m axim um
velocity ( ~ 0.20 m s-1) off New Jersey which decreased slightly as th e episodic events
advected towards Cape H atteras. On the average, three to four episodes could be
identified during a period of approximately three m onths from w inter to spring. The
episodes of shelf water overrunning the Slope Sea originated off New Jersey (at th e
New York bight apex) around th e end of January and was advected southwestward
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along the upper slope region. Each episode lasted about 30 days. T he high rate of
advection of th e overrun shelf w ater over th e upper slope region suggested th a t the
shelf water, bounded by th e front offshore and to a depth of ~ 50 m , could be carried
southwestward w ith th e help of th e upper slope current along th e w estern flank of
th e Slope Sea.
The volume of shelf w ater th a t overrun the slope region showed a general increase
from late January to a m axim um of ~ 2000 km3 on day 80 during 1992. In addition
there was another peak at about day 100. During 1993, although th e overrunning
started earlier, th e volume was considerably less th an in 1992. The m axim um vol
um e ( ~ 2000 km 3) again occurred during end of March which m ay be due to the
accum ulation of shelf w ater in different episodes as in 1992. The shelf w ater volume
uniform ly decreased until end of A pril as th e shelf-slope front retreated back to its
norm al position over the shelf break. T he mean volume of th e overrun shelf water
(between the shelf break and th e location of the shelf-slope front) was about 1600
km 3 for 1992 and 900 km 3 for 1993. This volume comprised between 25-45% of the
to tal volume of th e MAB and showed th a t an im portant com ponent of th e shelf water
volum e in the MAB actually lies offshore of the shelf break.
A rough estim ate of th e tran sp o rt yielded an episodic annual average of about
0.12 Sv. This large episodic shelf w ater was transported along and across th e Slope
Sea and its fate was largely influenced by the gyre circulation in th e vicinity of
C ape H atteras. T he SST images showed th a t the overrun shelf w ater was entrained
interm itten tly into th e Slope Sea at various locations between 38°N and C ape H atteras
and eventually drained into the eastw ard flowing branch of th e Gulf Stream .
P otential forcing of th e shelf w ater, causing it to overrun th e slope region were
also examined. N orthw ard winds appeared to force th e shelf w ater offshore to dis
tances of ~ 10 km to 40 km. However, th e satellite determ ined offshore extent of th e
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overrun shelf w ater was greater th an th at produced by wind events. This showed th a t
wind forcing of shelf w ater was not solely responsible for large overrunning events.
T he fresh w ater discharge from the St. Lawerence was linked to th e inflow of shelf
w ater into th e MAB. Interannual variations of St. Lawerence discharge related to th e
shelf w ater flooding of th e Slope Sea off New Jersey. A nother likely mechanism th a t
could contribute to th e overrunning events is th e onshore displacement of th e Gulf
Stream in the vicinity of Cape H atteras. T he fluid discharged by the Gulf Stream
did increase th e sea level near Cape H atteras, causing a blocking effect on th e shelf
circulation. This resulted in shelf water overrunning th e slope region especially off
New Jersey. In conclusion, the shelf water overrunning th e slope region in the south
ern MAB appears to be a complex interaction of various forces including wind stress,
fresh w ater discharge and the blocking effect on shelf circulation due to th e onshore
veering of th e G ulf Stream .
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